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PREFACE

This report consists of two parts. Part I contains

5 technical papers' by Barcilon, Lau, Miller, Tam and Travis,

all of which are published in scientific journals with high

standards of review. The first four of these cover results

of our early work under the Sea Grant program. These papers

provide insight into the mechanisms of formation of transverse

sand bars, submarine longshore bars and rip currents. The

fifth paper is a thorough review paper in which theoretical and

experimental modelling of physical processes pertaining to the

near shore are discussed and compared with field observations.

Part II, by Christopher Miller, presents tne finaL computer modeL

for predicting changes in the plan shape of shorelines due to

the littoral drift component. This part of the report includes

a discussion of how the sediment transport rate is related empiri-

cally to the water flow; the range of incident wave angles for

which the governing equations are stable, the finite difference

scheme, as well as a listing of the computer' program. It also

includes a test of the model on specific coastal sites in Florida.

PART I: The study of longshore bars has led to the con-

viction that the dredging of certain submarine longshore bar

systems may actually lead to severe erosion of the shoreline.

A further sugg~~'=i.on has been made concerning the possibility

of reversing erosion trends in some beach locations by properly

*Editorial note: The five papers are included by reference only, as they
appear in the literature already.
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contour':.=.g the bottom topography to conform wi h wave-reso-

nan= equ librium patterns determined by the theory. It remains,

however, to determine the logistics and economics of such a

ven ure. pecific abstracts of each of the 5 individual papers

in this part of the final report are as follows.

The paper by Lau and Barcilon �972! investigates the
re 'ection and n>n-7inea> interaction between the first and
second harmonics of a two-dimensional Boussinesq wave train.
E =ects of topography are included, with the depth departing

rom =- constant in a fin'te region. It is found tha topogra-
=hy can speed uo or etard energy transfer between the first
a..d se ond harmonics. .he re lection coefficien is signifi-
c-..t } different =rom the one ob ained by using linear theory.

In th paper by Barcilon and Lau �973! an extension
o Kennedy's potential model is used to investigate the forma-
tion of sand bars normal to a gently sloping beach. The results
show that the spacing between the transverse bars depends uoon
the inverse of the beach slope and upon the square of the d ift
velocities across the bars. In spite of certain drawbacks the
theoretical predictions compare well with several observational
studies.

The paper by am �973! investigates the dynamics o
'p c ."rents using shal ow water equations w:th a horizonta

edd" viscosity ter... Ir this pape" similarity solutions of
mode' equa" ions a e foun" which appear to give reasonable r
sentations of the veloc' y pro '1 and other characteristic

1 the
eo "e-

s OI

by t t ' 1 ler and harci
knoi''e.',e concerning the dynam c -:

c w;=ve-:n"'uced erosion an.'. accretion

o-.n~c i>e

s, ion s 0
.orna o..e e

Y

The paper bv Lau and Tra'is �973! investigates the mass
transpo t velocity in the Stokes boundary layer due to slowly

=ying Stoves wav s impinging on and reflec ing rom a olane-
slcp-'ng beach. The es ~ lting mass transpo i velocity distribu-
"ion 's 'n er=re"ed to indicate he possible locations of sub-

ongshore sand-bar ormation. It is ound that the num-
bars is ''kelv to increase when the bo tom gradient is

sl'gn a.-.d. hat the spac' ng between the crests of the bars in-
creases seaw-rd fo- some distance of shore. These results are in
"' =-'ita :ve agreement w'-'.= field observations.



PART II: As mentioned above, this part of the Final

Report  by Miller! contains the final predictive computer model

including a listing of the computer program and a test of the

model on specific coastal sites in Florida. The numerical model

is based upon recent developments in the theory of longshore

currents and Lagrangian description of shoreline deformation.

The computer program requires as input data the breaker character-

istics  i.e., height, angle and duration for each wave consider-

ed! computed from raw data. The choice of sites for testing the

predictive characteristics of this program was dependent on the

availability of wave and bathymetric data. During 1975 deep

water ship wave data for the Gulf of Mexico were analyzed for

long-term �00 years! study of St. George Island. In addition,

a beach nourishment project at Jupiter Island provided the

opportunity for a short-term  8 months to 5 years! study. The

field observations on wave climate and transverse profiles

gathered by our collaborators at the University of Florida were

provided to our group for analysis during the course of the year.

Observed changes in the St. George and Jupiter Island plan

profiles were compared with test predictions of the computer

model and are presented in this part of the Final Report. More-

over, the computer prediction was extended beyond the present time

for these beaches by 20 years and 5 years, respectively, and w'll

require further monitoring of the beach morphology to verify the

future predictions.



One result of the study was the definition of a

reasonable range for the empirical coefficient linking the

sediment and water motions. It was found for St. George

Island that, over the time period of interest, the longshore

mode of sand transport dominated and therefore, good predic-

tions could be made if the nearshore wave field were known well.

For Jupiter Island, on the short term, the onshore-offshore

component of sand movement predominated, thus making it possi-

ble to model only general trends due to the re-working of the

strandline by the longshore drift. Special attention is affor-

ded the endpoint condition in each case.

The major conclusion of this study is that the present

numerical model is a viable predictor of shoreline movement

if �! the predominant direction of sand transport is longshore

�! the nearshore wave climate can be adequately resolved �!

endpoint boundaries are treated in a physically realistic manner.
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Abstract

lie have attempted to quantify numerically the changes

which occur in the plan shape of beaches due to wave-induced

longshore sand transport. The approach of this study has been

to draw upon recent developments in the theory of longshore

currents, beach deformation, and sediment transport to synthe-

size a numerical model which can be calibrated in accordance

with field observation and laboratory studies and, subsequently,

used to make predictions of shifts in a shoreline, given cer-

tain bathymetric and wave data as input. The work of Longuet-

Higgins �970a,b! on longshore currents and that of LeBlond

�972! on shoreline evolution constitute the framework within

wnich we build our numerical model. The model is applied to

two Florida coastal regions, the Apalachicola Bay region in the

Panhandle and Jupiter Island on the southeast coast.
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I. Introduction

A beach face can only achieve a state of quasi-

equilibrium. Acted on by varying, rave climate, wave-induced

circulations, tidal currents, wind-generated currents, etc.,

it undergoes modification on both short and long time scales.

IIovements of sediment are induced in both the onshore-offshore

direction and the longshore direction. There is much evidence

that the sediment motion normal to shore is cyclical in nature

 e.g., the classic winter-summer variations in the transverse

profile! and that over the course of a y ar the net loss or

gain of sand to the beach system in this direction approximates

zero. Exceptions to this tenuous rule occur when the sand moved

offshore is made unavailable for eventual transport shoreward,

for instance, wnen a nearshore canyon acts as a sink for the

sand flow  as in Southern California! or when storm waves remove

the sand to such a depth that the 'summer'  accretive! waves

cannot effect the shoreward migration of the resulting semi-

permanent offshore sand bars  e.g., off the west coast of

Florida!, etc. In tnis study we are concerned with time scales

of, at least, 1 year and longer. Ne assume implicitly that over

the period of a year there is no net displacem nt of tne shore-

line due to the onshore-offshore shifting of sand. If this were

not the case then we would have to establish criteria, both

theoretical and empirical, governing the movement of sand normal

to the beach; examples of such approaches are provided in

sect>on III-



Tnere are several agents which can b responsible For

:o�uc 'o". of sand into or the removal of sand from a

Dca e

onfi"ing our attention to tne longshore drift of sand

vie., "'". his study to be the principal means by which the

:.cu a e matter at the coast is redistributed we seek to

re ent developments in the theory of longshore currents

,'Lon,ue-'-.-.iggins, 1970a,b! and shoreline deformation  L Blond,

"-' ical problem of predicting the chang in i'~

'in over a period of time. The proces. re e-. a' ls

e for;;..ich adequate data on wave cli~c a

',.'=th wave and bathymetr:c dataQC , e = ~ment

b~:-.ch sys em. -'. riv " can discharge enormous quantities f

sedimen, 'n o the coastal zone replenishing the beaches con-

t n11ously. A tidal inlet with its delicate balance b tween

cu rents anc sand transport can act as an impasse to the long-

shore 'river oF sand' flowing by its mouth, trapping a substantial

amount in shoals both outside and inside of the inlet channel.

Vi len- s orms {e.g., nurricanes! with their associated surge

an" hi =". .aves ca.� carry beach sand landward  'washover'! or

=a. seaward making it inaccessible to the normal accretive pro-

cesses. The refraction and diffraction of waves around barriers,

man-made  jetties, groins! and natural  tips of islands and

spite!, conveys sand into auiescent 'shadow' regions where it is

shelterec from wave attack. In other words, in order to model

correct.y he changes in a coastal area, one must be familiar

he hy"rodvnam' cs and marine geomorphology peculiar to that



serving as inputs the distribution of breaker wave characteristics

along the snore is computed; using this information a forcing

function for the longshor flux of water and sand can be derived.

The longshore divergence of these flows leads to local accumu-

lations or deficits of sediment and the subsequent movement in

tim of the strandline can be monitored. A predictive computer

model is developed based on these simple concepts and is applied

to St George Island, a barrier island fronting the Apalachicola

Bay, Florida, and Jupiter Island on tl e south-east coast of

Florida. St. George Island is presently undergoing developmental

pressures. Jupiter Island, plagued by erosion problems, is the

sita of a recent beacn fill project; the question naturally arises

as to whether or not the local beach system can retain this

artificially deposited sand. Our approach to each site differs

because of the nature of tne inputs  source and analysis of wave

data, bathymetry!, the scale of the motions, and the tim period

of interest. We elaborate on these points in sections VII and

VIII.

Previous numerical studies on the molding of a coastline

composed of loose material by wave-induced forces include Price, et al.

�972!, Komar �973!, and LeBlond �972!. Price, et al. and Konar

formulated one-dimensional Lagrangian descriptions for beach

change, i.e., the translation of the coordinate points wnich

define the shoreline was restricted to to-and-fro motion along

a line parallel to one of the fixed coordinate axes. Figure 1

from Yomar indicates how the shoreline is repres nted and its

movement normal to itself. In Le31ond's model the beach points
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are free to move in the entire horizontal plane  a two-dimensional

Lagrangian formulation!; this allows for a more accurate tracking

of the evolving beach shape as well as a truer modeling of end

point boundary conditions  see Figure 4!. Anong the disad-

vantages are the possibility of very irregular spacing between

points and the merging of adjacent points  note: our computer

model allows for 're-setting' the beach if this is warranted!.

The general format for this study involves a discussion

of the equations governing the fluid and sediment motions, the

finite-difference form of these equations and a scheme for their

integration, a treatment of the empiricism which links the magni-

tude of the sand flow to the longshore current, an explanation

and listing of the computer program, application of this numerical

model to specific beaches and conclusions.

II. Longshore Currents and Beach Deformation

1. Longshore Currents

Over the years various approaches have been adopted in

attempts to describe how the orbital motion of water waves is

converted into the circulation velocities found in and near the

surf zone. Longshore currents, which are prominent when wave

crests break skew to the bathymetric contours, have been treated

theoretically by considering the balances of mass, momentum, and/or

energy in the wave-breaking region. Galvin �967! has provided

a summary of longshore current theory and supporting lab and

field data up to 1967. Galvin's conclusion that both theory



and data are wholly inadequate led to more sophisticated h"o-

ret":ca" mode"s b~ Thornto" �969!, Bowen �969! and Longue

IIiggins  '970a,b!. Bas d on the conservation of momentum and

the "radiat'on s ress" concepts introduced by Longuet-lkiggins

and Stewart �960,1961,1962,1964! these three researchers

independently developed models to explain how the longshore

current is generated and what accounts for i+s cross-strea..

 shore-normal! profile. Each postulated that the main forcing

for this curren is the obliaue app oach of a long-crested

brea.:ing weve f"ont. Th steady state balance was taken to b

be ween the shore-normal gradient of the component of excess

momentum flux  radiation stress! parallel to shore and retarding

bottom and lateral friction. Bowen used a bottom friction term

proportional to the longshore current, v, and a constant hori-

zontal eddy viscosity coe ficient. Thornton and Longuet-iiiggins

derived expressions for the bot om s ress and lateral coupling

terms which differ from Bowen's and which are more plaus'b'e

Dil!' S 1 c a Thev showed that the bottom riction is propor ' ona:

to the product uv where u is the amp itude of tne local or-'t=l

velocity perpendicular to the shoreline. The ed:y coe" ici=n-'

and increas'ng monotonical'y toward the breaker linE, where

maxim '~i m'x'ng is to be expected. In Thornto"'s mode' t'-c.

coe ' "' en- c � a call-,r cec,i: c;ea,-ar

i" on-.. -" -'ll "-ins ' model it "' nero as.= =

was assigned an offshore dependence, tend'ng to zero at the shcr=-





anc' @et;- en the t'ie 1 o al deo-" c-"�

0". r s and he ~. ave propo 2 ' on Ve Ct- or i- i- 'r e

ne

' s 2 measure 0: t' e s-rencth 0' l2.

mixir = re ' ative to bottc-,.:9 " 'on where

indicating the ma""ni" ud eddv coe::lc

P eaual to C.~ -s =peclal case li. 1 s moci

inc'ude 2 Oc -"- 9 1 tilml C term-

/ .'
lii ' j

Ecu2tlon 1S Sma

co gr i= ~;0 thw .'' le tc -'=-.'.= = i:.: � 0: +he assu=,.pt'0

l. Linear shallow water theory is

zone and immediately seaward.

ip 1 oyed ln su

2. The wave amplitude in the su - zone is tai;en ae-0

constant fract'0" 0: th--.. wa-'. ~ir ileD li �.S 0r v

e> perlme ital

C ay

+

2.ncle 0: wave nc: e:ice iS 2.s suiIIed to v a' !
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characteristic length taken to be the horizontal

coordinate, x, i.e.,
I/~- ..rex g~! '"

where h is the local depth. J is dependent on the level

of turbulence in the water, a reasonable range based on

field measurements  Inman, et al, 1971! being 0<M<0.05.

If the condition of small !b is relaxed  as it must be for any

practical study! then .the expressions in �! are multiplied by

cos !b. Ne will return to some of these points later as they

affect our model.

The merit of Longuet-Higgins' model is that it removes

much of the previous dependence on empiricism. Battjes �972!

and Earle �974! have extended Longuet-Higgins' analysis to

include a wave field characterized by a Rayleigh wave amplitude

distribution.

Under special circumstances non-uniformities of the wave

field in the longshore direction can produce non-negligible

gradients in the radiation stress at the breaker line and force

a longshore current. O' Rourke and LeBlond �972! have studied

the nature of these additional functions in the setting of an

idealized semi-circular bay and concluded that, whereas the stress

due to the obliqueness of long-crested waves is dominant, the

contribution made by a longshore modulation in the wave height

can be significant, with a longshore variation in tne angle of

wave incidence playing a minor role. LeBlond �972! has expanded
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Longue -jiggins' �970b! analytical expressions for a long-

ta.;e into account all three types o dr' ve.

Th cuan ities o interest to us are the volume t=anspo:i

:a.= - o he longshore current and its sediment load. 1,"7e assum

:-.e major portion of tqis transport is confined to the sur=

Ou side the turbulent wave breaking region the wave-

in; .ced bottom stresses exerted on the sand grains decrease

r = 'dl» as does the mean  longshore! current  Thornton, 1969!.

e..p c",. therefore, for the sediment transport rate to

s=.-a..; ard of the breaker line. Furthermore, Longu t-Higgins'

'n the seaward zone  due to the artificially high mixing coef-
r

ficient3 as well as the role of bottom friction  since shallow

water ~eory magnifies the true orbital velocities in this

region!~ I'multiplying �! by x* and cos 0b and integrating

across the surf zone, 0<x*<1, we get for the volume of water

zransporied per unit time

�!

as ".ith LeBlond �972!, we assume that th volume transport

sand which accompanies isis longshore flow is simply a fraction

oi=-1 water transpo then w< have

f ormu ation tends to overestLmate the magnitude o f 1atera" f ri etio..
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Thc determination of T in terms of meaningful physical quantities

measured in the laboratory and field is discussed in section III.

2. Shoreline Movement

There is no rigid boundary separating the beach from the

ocean. Where they meet at any moment defines the instantaneous

shoreline. A function of space and time this line undulates in

response to wave run-up, the presence of edge waves, wind and

wave-induced set-up, the tidal cycle, surge, etc. For our pur-

poses we consider it. to be the mean water level with respect to

the local tidal conditions. Nathematically at any time, t, this

line can be described by an equation of the form  see Figure 2!

�!

We can establish the following relations for the local normal,

n, and tangential, t, unit vectors:

JP~ ~ dF~
7F

jest I

A h A h
and since n and t are orthogonal  n t. = 0!

�!



Pigure 2. .Definition of relation bet~seen fixed and local
coordinate systems.
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The mov m=nt of the s:iorelin normal to itself will b

magnitude and the longshore variabilitya function of ' oth

of tn' littoral drift. Th oeach will prograde if more sand

i" de:posited in an area than removed ov r some time inte.-val

and ~ill retr. at if the sand extracted exceeds that suppli d.

In other words, local erosion and accr tion depend on th sign

of the longshore divergence of the sand transport; this quantity

is expressed in terms of the longshor coordinate, yg as

~Fdic, ] 4r

The displacement of tne shoreline in the x-direction

depends solely on the variation of Q in th y-direction and any

displacement in the y-direction depends only on the x-component

'.7ith reference to th right-hand coordinate system of

Bgwe see that the projection of on the y axis is
By

given by

gF dQA

and its x-component resolution is

 9!

wh re 0 is posi tive counterclockwis

B2
of

Figure 2

g L

j <~ci A f Jp'
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Therefore we can express the temporal change in the

horizontal coordinates of any beach point  y,x! as a balance

�0!

Jg 4'y f JF f yJp ! "- 4 ~j' dr J!C elf

We follow the approach of LeBlond �972! and cast �0! and  ll!

into forms more appropriate for application to arbitrarily-shaped

shorelines. Referring to the vertical cross-section of the

plane-sloping beach in Figure 3 it is assumed that the profile

remains unchanged in time, i.e., the slope at a particular point

along the beach is constant. In response to erosion or accretion

the entire profile shifts laterally inward or outward, respec-

tively. This is a convenience and implies that either: �! The

distribution of sand transport capacity across the surf zone is

such as to maintain the profile, or �! there may be a smoothing

effect normal to shore due to waves re-working the sediment into

an 'equilibrium' profile. Neither of these hypothesized factors

is considered explicitly here. The amount of sand gained or

lost is proportional to the area of the parallelogram EFGH.

'D' represents the depth beyond which there is little or no sand

transport  in this study, D is the depth at which waves begin to

break!. The initial plan shape of the beach is specified by a

set of discrete points  see Figure 4! whose movem nt in the



Figure 3. Cross-sectional profile of lateral movement of a beach
point.



Figurc 4. Representation of strandline in LeBlond  l9/2!.
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horizontal plane i' determined by the net amount of sedim nt

transported into or out of th control volumes. These control

volum s are bounded at the m"an shoreline by li;e segm nts

joining adjacent beacn points, by the plane-sloping bottom, and

by a line parallel to shore at an offshore deptn, D. A simple

continuity equation relates th translation of the beacn points,

normal to the local shoreline, to the longshore divergence of

sand transport, i.e ~ ,

�2!

In terms of the fixed coordinate system  y,x! and in

view of �0! and �1!, �2! becomes

oI CO%

dy �3a!

San «3 o' 4C.

dy �3b!

where D is a function of position along the beac'z, i.e., D = D y!

[Note: There is a typographical error in LeBlond's �972! equation

14b.] Equation �3! is valid for a right-hand coordinate system

with 9 positive counterclockwise or a left-hand coordinate system

with 9 positive clockwise.

It is obvious that there will be seaward discharges of

water and sediment  e.g., in rip currents! interrupting the

longshore flow. In a strict 'control volume' approach these trans-

ports have to be account d for to satisfy mass balanc s. Ne are
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assuming that on large spatial and time scales their contri-
bution is minor.



III. Longshore Transport of Se"iment

In and n ar the surf zone the waves provide a larg

part of tne stress required +o dislodge sand particles and mak

them available for transport by the mean currents. There are

two mod s of sediment movement which can result, 'suspended'

transport or 'bedload' transport. Suspension of sand particles

in the fluid column can occur in response to the turbulent

action of tne breaking waves and the presence of a small cur-

rent is sufficient to advect these sand grains. 'Bedload'

motion is the creep of sediment particles in constant or

intermittent contact with the bed and requires a threshold

shear stress to overcom static friction and initiate motion.

The dominance of one mode over the other is largely depend nt

on incident wave type and to a smaller extent on the sand

characteristics. Suspended material is more likely to be

associated with plunging breakers whereas bedload movement

often predominates when the breakers are spilling or surging.

Spilling breakers invariably occur when large waves break on

a mild slope. As the incident wave height decreases and/or

the beach slope increases in a continuous fashion the spilling

breaker evolves successively into a plunging, collapsingi and

surging breaker. Galvin �972! has provided both descriptive

and param tric classifications for these breaker types. The

transition in the dir ction spilling+plunging+collaspsing~

surging is an inverse function of the deep-water wave steepness

 or breaker height! and a direct function of the beach slope.
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For some time it has been recognized that a parameter
critical to the question of whether sand is moved onshore or

offshore  resulting in a 'summer-swell' profile or a 'winter-storm'

profile, respectively! is the deep-water wave steepness, H /L
0 0

where H is the deep-water wave height and L is the deep-0 0

water wavelength. Laboratory experiments by Johnson �949!,

Rector �954!, Scott �954!, Saville �959! point to a value of

H /L = 0.025 as marking the transition between winter and0 0

summer profiles. Values greater than this correspond to erosion

and values less than this to deposition, although this is not

a stringent rule. Saville's �950! experiments suggest that

the suspended mode of sand transport dominates over the bedload

mode for large wave steepness and that this relation is

reversed when the wave steepness is low. However, it cannot

be stated that there exists general agreement as to which mode

is predominant in the surf zone.

Presently there are no definitive experimental studies

relating deep-water wave steepness and breaker type to the sand

transport mode and its direction.

Ne are restricting our attention to the littoral drift

component. Dean �973! has formulated a relation between the

longshore transport of suspended material and the longshore

component of energy flux. By assuming that a fraction  empirical!

of the energy flux is consumed by tne falling sand grains,

determining a volumetric suspended concentration and using

Longuet-Higgin s' �970a! expression for the average longshore
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velocity he obtain"

�4!

volume transport rate of sand

bottom drag coefficient

beach slope

density of sand and water respectively

fall velocity of sand grains which is a function

of grain diameter

wave height at breaking

wave angle at breaking

where Q

CD

's'w

Hb

longshore flux of wave energy = Cg Ebsin
b

where Eb is the wave energy density and Cgb the

E
a

group velocity at the breaker line.

where g = gravitational constant

a = correction factor for pore space

Laboratory and field studies indicated that I could be set

proportional to the product Fbcb where Fb = lateral wave thrust

at breaker line = b  see Longuet-Higgins �972! !;2 Sin 2~b

cb = phase velocity at breaker line, i.e.,

i,F,C
b v �6!

In contrast, by considering only bedload motion, Komar

and Inman �970! followed Inman and Bagnold �963! and expressed

the longshore transport rate as an immersed weight transport,
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where K is the empirically determined non-dimensional constant0

of proportionality. If we re-arrange   15! we get an expression
for Q

4 F~c
{17!

If we expand equations �4! and �7! and use the
theoretical-empirical breaking criterion

�8!

where hb = breaking depth

y = 0.8

we obtain, respectively,

�9!

�0!and

Equation �9! in comparison to �0! contains the additional
parametric dependencies on cD, s and w and th refore offers the
possibility of modeling the effect of these parameters. There
is also to be noted the difference in the exponents of Hb. It
is instructive to compare the expression for Q given in
section II, equation �!, with the above results. Equation �!
can be re-written as

{21!
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under a variety of test conditions  e.g., differing wave sp ctra,
beach bathym try, duration of record, instrumentation, in-
terpretation, etc.!. Das �971,. 1972! ha described several of

the methods employed in the lab and field for determining the
rate of sedim nt transport and summarized much of the data on

K . Aoda �971! has reviewed the techniqu s presently availabl0

for measuring littoral drift in the field.

In view of tne order-of-magnitude uncertainty in the

value of K we treat tnis quantity as a control variable subject0

to adjustment over a reasonable range. It seems unlikely that
K will assume a single value appropriate for all beacnes since0

tnere are beach parameters  such as w in �9! ! whose significance
has not been guaged.

IV. Stability Analysis of Governing Equations

It is customary and worthwhile to determine if one' s

working equations are subject to any intrinsic instabilities

for some range of tne parameters involved. If the instabilities
of th analytic form of the equations can be identified, then,
spurious results appearing in their numerical integration can

be labeled and/or avoided. Ne consider, again, equations �3!
in the coordinate system defined in Figure 4. To avoid unneces-
sary and lengt".q computations we postulate that the original

 unperturb d! shoreline is straight and lies parallel with the

horizontal axis. By superposing "mall perturbations on this

configuration and examining urd r what conditions these
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disturbances grow, decay, or remain unchanged we can determ'n

when our equations will behave peculiarly, i.e., admit

o"cillatory solutions that "blow up".

We express Q, th transport rate, as

�3!

where ! is some constant initial
b o

longshore coordinate; $ -8
0

value for $ adjusted due to changes in beach orientation  9! .

Upon expansion this becomes

 g~ Q ~ Q - ~ Q g~ fj! ~92/ cyclo% ii @ r Q!0 0
�4!

We note that  see Figure 2!

dx
xiii

d j
�5!

and

CAt%1 '8
dy
a  y

�6!

so that we can write the longshore derivativ of Q as

JG1 7- JT � g7

Jy
�7!

where

o X
c~ ~

gy �8!

Si f! P J!c

p
CDS jJ

Jy
�9!

where B contains implicitly all empirical constants as well as

the functional form of Hb which is assumed independent of the
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Now, let y be a function of the original  t = 0! arc

leng h 's'  linear! and the time 't', i.e.,O

Then we can evaluate the derivatives in �7 ! as

�0!

�1!

0 a ., 4

In view of the following relations

�2!

�3!dy/g S

we can rewrite �0! and �1! as

O:Jy
!

dy �4!

J 2

7
Jy

g 2

JS

c! «/J 5'

a>/ <0

dy dy/g~

~y/d s
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Substituting �9! into the x equation, �6!, we obtain

~ g I I v'c ~/jg !Pcs Id /g~ ! see 'ld  > 8 ! fe !
0

�0!

or

�1!

This is of the form of a one-dimensional heat  diffusion! equation

which is a well-studjed linear second-order partial differential

equation. A fundamental property of this equation is that initial

value information can only be propagated in one direction, i.e.,

it is not possible to integrate this equation backwards in time

to determine the initial distribution of xl. For this reason the

coefficient on the right-hand side of �1! must always be positive.

We identify the regions of stability and instability according

to

p i   qg' �   I- 2 co-' f! 0
�2!

J 2~
E Ceca f6 I/Jg

0 O

The 0  c! equation extracted is

yx, -L s '4, ~"d.7 2X,
ds. >

0

sk~L j ~~

I'~ ~rfr4 4 p fI ly
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Thus, for breaker angles greater than +45' tice shoreline will

be unstabl to perturbations of all wavelengths and will undergo

oscillation" of increasing amplitude. This has b en confirmed

numerically. A small disturbance of arbitrary wavelength is

imposed on an initially straight beach such that 4b assumes values
greater tnan +45'. It is found that th shoreline is stable to

the disturbance if $b does not exceed +45' and is unstable

otherwise.

It is interesting to speculate whether such an instability

occurs in the field. Bowen  personal communication! has noted

that wind-generated waves in small lakes can break on the beach

at very acute angles and cause tne shoreline to deform in a wave-

like manner, i.e., be responsible for periodically spaced shore-

line protuberances. Aerial photographs of coastal areas

frequently show undulations of the shoreline with definite

wavelengths. However, Dolan �970,71! and Vincent �973! have

correlated the existence of these meanders witn inner and outer

submarine bar rhythms. These bar systems may represent in

themselves an instability of the submarine bed to longshore

currents as suggested by Sonu �972! and theorized by Barcilon

and Lau �973! .

In our model we exclude angles, g, which fall within the

unstable range of �2!. It is conceivable that a second-order

term in Q added to the right-hand side of �6! and �7! might

damp the growing oscillation. However, tne physical justifi-

cation of such an "artificial viscosity" term is not clear. The
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omission of ~gb!>45' is not considered serious. It is usually
true, especially for swell waves on mild slopes, that refraction

will limit the breaking angle to the stable regime. This may

not be the case for local sea on steep slopes. An analysis of

our study results indicates that over 95% of the $b's generated
satisfied the stability criterion.

V. Finite Difference Form of Equations

Ne wish to express our governing equations in a form

appropriate for numerical integration. Equations �3a! and�3b'! are discretized according to LeBlond �972! as �3a!

�3b!

where the superscript n denotes the time level and the subscript j

the space level. Referring to Figure �! we make the following

comments:

1. 8. is the orientation of the beach segment, j, in
3

the fixed coordinate system  y,x!. The e's, of course, are

altered as the beach points migrate.
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2. 9. is th 'effective'  averaged! angle at a point, j,
3

given ~y

3. A. is the sum of the distances between point j and
3

adjacent points j-1 and j+1, i.e.,

4. The transports Q are evaluated at mid-segment points

and are characteristic of a segment  not a point!.

At endpoints these definitions of 8, 6, and Q need to be modified.

The general class of integration schemes we adopt is

'predictor-corrector'. A predictor-corrector method represents

an iterative approximation to a fully implicit scheme.

Kurihara �965!, Lilly �965!, and Baer and Simons �970! have

discussed the performance  e.g., stability, conservation

properties, accuracy, phase errors, etc.! of several of the

more widely used predictor-corrector schemes  leapfrog-trape-

zoidal, Adams-Moulton, Milne!. The advantage of such multi-

step methods lies in their ease of application and speed

 provided the proper step size, Lt, is chosen!. We employ

Hamming's �962! predictor-corrector method which consists of

the fourth-order Milne predictor and Hamming corrector. The

Hamming corrector is favored over more traditional correctors

 Milne, Moulton! because it exhibits stronger stability,

although at the price of an increase in the magnitude of the

truncation error.



32>I Wl!   j"' j" pf !
Predictor: �4!

n / n--;. gag i - ~~' '< f 'Jni  ~ - �. Z < �   j
Corrector: �5!

where z =  y,x! and f represents the right-hand side of �3a,b!.

It is obvious that, in addition to the initial datum, 3 values

of z and the corresponding f's are required at the n-l, n-2,

and n-3 time levels. Since these are not available a special

method is required to generate them. Ne revert, to a numerical

method based on a Lagrangian interpolation formula  Ralston, 1965,

p. 191! which yields estimates for zl,z2,z , given z , namely
0

�6!

�7!

!!t   g ~ yg ~ TE ~ >+ !p w 3 �8!

Tne error term is 0 ht ! . >"e guess values for zl,z2,z3, calculate5

physical sense it is controlleD by the spatial increment hy.

the corresponding fl, f2, f3 and use �6!, �7!, and �8! to com-

pute new values of zl,z2,z3. This procedure is then iterated to

convergence.  An alternative method for furnishing starting values

is the Runge-Kutta scheme! Ralston �965! has provided a careful

analysis of the properties of predictor-corrector methods as well

as their merit in relation to other schemes.

The step size, ht, must satisy several criteria. In a
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 the distance between neighboring beach points! and by the

average speed of the sand particles, v  a function of the long-
S

shore current strength and the grain characteristics! . Linear

computational stability requires that

Qg. /y �9!

A rough estimate for v can be had by noting that the triangular
s

wedge through which the longshore current flows has a cross-

sectional area of 1/2 D xb and therefore the sand transport

rate equals
g! ~ V~ /2

Equating this to �! we obtain

�0!

A more rigorous requirement than �9! is that the increment,

ht, be small enough to meet the convergence condition on the

corrector equation, �5!, preferably small enough so as to

achieve convergence in one or two interations; it must also be

sufficiently small to satisfy any restrictions on the magnitude

of the local truncation error which is given approximately by

 Ralston, p. 189!

�1!

where z
0
n+1

is the predicted value and z 1 the corrected value.
n+1

In addition, the step size should be large enough so that round-

off errors and the number of derivative evaluations is minimized;

otherwise, the multi-step method loses its chief advantage,
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namely, speed. Ideally one would like to adjust ht so that

only one application of the corrector equation is necessary.

Equation �1! is helpful in two ways: 1. knowledge of c, as

the integration proceeds, can sugqest in which direction ht

should be adjusted for efficiency; 2. c can be used to actually

modify the solution of the corrector equation. The proper

choice of the step size is a function of the geometry of a beach

site and the incident wave energy levels.
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part:

1. Main Program

Read input parameters  which run program!
Establish shoreline
Call working subroutines
Execute Hamming predictor-corrector  repeat!

a.

b.

c

d.

2. Subroutine EMPIRCL

Set value of constants appearing in expression for
longshore current
Compute coefficient, T, the ratio between the sand
and water transport rates

a 0

b.

3. Subroutine ADJUST

a. Read in values of breaker height, angle, and dura-
tion  fractional! of a particular wave type for
each beach segment; compute transport rates

b. We expect the angle of wave attack to change as
the beach orientation is altered. An 'hdjustment"
angle, the difference between the old and new beach
angles, is added to the original ]b and a revised
transport figure is calculated. This is done at
time intervals chosen by the user. Any accompany-
ing refractive modification of wave height is
considered secondary and is neglected.

4. Subroutine INITL

Generate all necessary starting values for use by the
Hamming scheme as outlined in section V.

5. Subroutine DERIV

Given the beach coordinates compute the beach seg-
ment angles and the spacing between adjacent points.
Given the volume transport rates of sand along the
beach compute the incremental change in position of
each beach point over a time interval, ht. A Fortran
ENTRY statement links DERIV with that part of sub-
routine ADJUST that re-computes the incident angles
on some regular basis because of the re-shaping of
the shoreline.

a

b.

6. Subroutine AREA

a. The surface area of the beach is an important

VI. Computer Program

Structure

The program is divided into 11 sections � a core and ten

subroutines' We note below the designation and function of each
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quantity. Its change can be monitored by computing
the areal difference between two successive strand-
lines. In Figure 4a the calculation is straightfor-
ward since the y coordinate of each endpoint remains
constant. Figure 4b represents the more general
case wherein the endpoints are allowed to move
freely. A rough estimate of the net areal change
 additions due to accretion minus depletions due
to erosion! can be had in the following way:  i!
connect the endpoints A, B and E, F as shown,  ii!
compute area under curves AF and BE  summations
over a series of trapezoids!; these are the exact
areas under a discrete beach which is itself an
approximation to the real strandline,  iii! compute
the areas of trapezoids ABCD and EFGH,  iv! sub-
tract the two numbers in  ii! and, then, from this
result subtract the areas computed in  iii!; this
number represents crudely the increase or decrease
in beach area. If the positive or negative con-
tribution near an endpoint is desired we can esti-
mate this at the left end to be ABA' where A' is
the point on curve AF at which a line dropped from
B parallel to the vertical axis intersects. The
x coordinate of point A' is determined by linearly
interpolating between the beach points on either
side. The area, then, is just the area under AA'
minus the area ABCD. Similarly, the area EFE' can
be computed.

b. Approximate volumetric changes can be obtained by
multiplying the discrete trapezoidal areas by the
local value of Db  see Figure 2!.

7. Subroutine RESET

If, for some reason, it is desirable to have the spacing

between neighboring beach points more or less equal, it is possible

to reset the beach points to accomplish this. The circumstances

which might dictate this action are many:  i! a more rational con-

trol over the size of ht would result;  ii! a few beach points may

be moving at an anomalous rate compared to their neighbors  e.g.,

the point at the tip of a rapidly expanding spit!;  iii! equal

increments might be more compatible with the longshore resolution

of the wave field, etc.

With reference to Figure 4c we shift only interior points;

endpoints must retain their positions if the beach shape is not to

be disturbed. ~~ll or only part of the shoreline can be rese".
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y

Figure 4a. Tne di f ference in area between successive strandlines

whose endpoints have the same abscissal coordinate.

X A I 1 I
C

Figurc 4b. The difference in area between successive strandlines

of arbitrary shape and orientation.



Figure 4c. Schematic diagram defining beach point and their
movement in the 're-setting' proces
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Over that portion of the beach which is to be re-defined the lengths

of the discrete longshore segments are summed over and divided by

the total number of segments to yield an "average" spatial incre-

ment. The first interior point is moved along the segment immediately

to its left  like a bead on a string! until the distance between it

and the fixed point on its left side is the "average" increment.

This interior point now becomes the fixed point for the next interior

point, i.e., the second interior point is moved along the line seg-

ment joining it to the new fixed point until the distance between

them is, again, the average increment.  note: movement along these

segments can be forward or backward!. This process is repeated

until the fixed point on the right hand side is reached  either

the right endpoint or the point defin'ng the right boundary of that

portion of beach to be reset!. Because the right boundary point is

not allowed to move this procedure must be iterated 4 or 5 times

before all the beach increments converge toward one value. This

method must be applied thoughtfully; otherwise, the resultant shore-

line may deviate too much from its former shape.

8. Subroutine RESULTS

Display results of computationsin print-out form

9. Subroutine PLOTTER

Use the Florida State University plotting package  Fortran

callable, calcomp-like routines! for displaying the shoreline evo-

lution graphically.

10. Subroutine ROTATE

Rotate the N-S, E-W axes if beach points are desired in a

new coordinate system. This is used for plotting purposes, i.e.,

to show direction of maximum beach change.
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11. Subroutine ERROR

Calculate error between actual and predicted quantities.

Below we provide a listing of the program with accompanying

PROGRAM SRORLIN  TAP=i q I N. UTg OUTP'J T g TAPE5=INPUTS TAPEB=OUTPUTS Pl OT!
THIS PPO" RAM MONITO?5 THE CHANGE IN THE PLAN SHAPE 0F 4 SHORELINE
DUE T 0 THE DIFFER= Nt' I 4 L LONGSHORE TRANSPORT OF S EL!Ii1 N T IN ! UCEO BY
WAVES BREAKING AT A  ANGLE TO TH= SHORE ~ NECESSARY 1NPUTS APE THE
WA VE CHARACTc RISTT~S  HEIGHT> ANGL'E OF INCIDENCE DURATION! AT THE
BREAKER LIN= AS A =JN" TION OF LONGSHORE POSITION AND THE HORIZONTAL
COf7RDINAT S OF TH= POT NTS WHICH  ! EFIN< THE SHORELINE A S RECORDED
AT VARIOUS TIMES ~
THESE QUANTITIES 4RE ASSUMED TO HA VE BEEN GENERATED IN ANOTHER
PROG PA'l, IN A ! 0ITIOlil IT IS ASSUAGE ! THAT THE BREAKER Ai!' LES WHOSE
A3SOLUT: V4LUE IS "?E" TEP, THAN 4. DEGRE'ES HAVE BFFN EXCLUDED ~
AB HA S UNITS OF D=3~ FES ~

THIS PPQGRAM IS W? I 'T=N IN FORTRAN IV LANGUAGE FOR THE CO" 6500
COMPUTER ~ SAMPLE V4LJES FOR M4NY '!F THE PROGRAM PARAMETERS ARE USED.
PLOTTING R3UTINES ARE WRITTEN FOR THF GOULD PLOTTER,

THE LETTERS A ~ n ~ I ~ I AS THEY APP A R THROUGHTOUT STAND FOR' THE PHRASE
= AS DEF INCOG IN TEXT=.. ~

DIME N SION F RA C   50!
DIM=NSION DXX  90! ~ DYY 90! yHi 90! e H2 90! p Zi 90! pZ2 90! p X 90! p Y 90!
CO~~0~ DEL 90!, BEt 4  90!, THE TA  M! I
"OMMON XO  9C! X1 90! X2 90! X3   90! Y"  90! Yi 90! Y2  90! Y3 90!
COMMON DYD  90! t DX3 �6! ~ DY1 90! >fbX1  90! ~ DY2 90!,DX2 ku!,DY3  90!,

%DX3  90!
COMMON/BLOC/9 8   50' BD!
COMMON/i3LK/AB�0e30!
COMMON/BLK1/XX  9C! Y Y  90!
CO'lMON/3 LK4/KOUNT !I I, N iC � 0!
COMMON/BLK5/L �0! y M�C!
COMMON/BLO"C/i.T
CO'lMD N/BLOC1/~ I
COMMON/3LOC2/LIMIT HALI� "l1 y LIM2
COMMON/BLOC3/CV>Ti V~T2
CO MlMON/3l 006/ DIF 4q [IF Vq DIF-" iq DIFV 1
COMMON/BLOC7/TVqDr
C0MM0N/BL0C11/C0EFF
FORMA T �X, 15F ~ 2!
FORi'IA T �I2p 2I3p 15' -"4 ~ 9!
FORMAT �H e 2  2X ~ I2! ~ 2X s 2 �X e 13! 12X w I5t2X v F4 ~ 0!
F0~MAT �X y iOT3!
FO'@MA T   2X g" �X y I<l y 5 X p <5 ~ 1!
FORMA T �X g I4!

THE P! OTTING MODE IS =NTERE0 INT'!-PLOTLIB AND GOULD L IBRARY
ROUT INES ARE CA LL=D ~
CA Lt PLOTS   0 ~ C 0 ~ 0 4HPLOT 0!

THE INTEGER VARIo3L= S L AiilD M ARE USED ~N SUBROUT~N= A DJUST
TO P ICK 0 J T T HE P.:-. A~ M POT NTS OF IN TcR+ST IN  'OilP lTTNG Nc T
T R A N S P 0 7 T K 4 T r. S l..! R V ti R T A ~ L:. 5 T R = T C H E S 0 F 8 H 0 R E L I NE .
P O'D�~ ~5!  L i ! f 5   I! ! I=1! 10!
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THE
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0 I S PL A Y.= r: '! T

T c'
4i3 P
g .i' T
Z AS
~c0

TS



THE ct.lPIP,I"' t S EP t'= h T TP." NcPOR.T . O=FF I", I�=.h!T
cA L Ert>Ipct

IS COrlp'! T ED

 
� g4
 

.'1

ltE CALL A JJ
At! G~
I I I S T.~c
IT=1
CALL A3 JUST

U~'  T ' EST n LISH THE F I RST S T UF BREAKER 9 ETGHTS A9 t

DA T-" S= Y O'J'::Jc R

t L T'"l!

S U -' RO g T I N -. ! E P IKO  trI T IS
KOllr! ! = 1

L'=. lil V COMPUTE S
CA LL DEPICT   X", Y
KOUNT= 0

Tr E HAN".< IN THE  Y, X! C'!ORDINATES OV=P 1 TII'F ST P.
0 s !X" s nVr, LTrt!

ALL KEQ'!IPED STAI TING VALUES FO; . HE CO'!kDINA lES   Y X!
G= N- F A T- a, r! IN»L.
CA Lt TNI TL   LT "I, I "t3!

rs ia

 
C4 4% AT3R CF CON V RGEN,E OP L "CK OF CON'lERSc NCE TN TN T L ~

TO 10C

O h' l E l. 0 E N E ~ !

INC IS Aht I
IF TND.c3.1
Ht?ITE�g2~0
FOPrt» T   JK s
G~ TC' 1! 2
CALi OE>IV 
CA LL OEPI V  
CALi..!=RI V  

h! ! IC
! S'3
!

I'0 r
X1 s Y 1 s3X1 s t> 1s LI~l!
X2, Y2i tX2 s ~" 2s LT 'l!
X 3 s > 3 s '7 < 3 s 3 v 3 s L I ""l !

C J 1>U'T T;tE DIFFE~E,'3CP 1 g r L A N A'2c A OF TH= 3EACH AS O~SERlEO
IhlITIALLY AND AS 3>SFPV 0 AT SO LAT R TIrl  OIFA1! AS Vi:LL AS

PI" "H' N~F  >TFV1!s X s Llt's V Y s !i X s hT!AX !H c V O LtJ I'l E T
AcL AR-A  Y

DIFA1= nIF A
OIF 41=OTF V
WPITt.  os 57!

7 FOPSAT >X,+
3 INTERVAL= ~
i SO h'E T I'lE

DIFA1i DIFF'
OfS:RVc

F1u ~ 1// 2s  s"
NT=P.VA =" s F

INITIALTZE T,l TI1E STEo CO'JNTERS III, I V: III PEGULATES T!E

!AUQITI � 9~THEE"t Af l E OAT ' SETS; IV t";r NITORS ThE TO~:;L NtJHBERUVI

TI I= C
TV="
Gi! TO
II=I I
"ALL

3
+1
ADJUST LTM!

l DATA S Tc RAJF BEN USc r!s 4c RETU ti~ TO
E'! . '1 ~ +1 ! I I = 1

DATA ScT NO+i+IF AL
IF  TI
II I= 0
II I=1
iV= YV
IF  TV
IF   II

I I+1
+1
~ G E ~ hl U".t '1
IBSEN~

T! GC T3
  I I! s.1! GO TO 2

THE INT RVAl S AT WHICH RESULTS ARE PRINTED OLIT

! + IPRI'g T- IV

f s+%% TER'<I>!ES
BLADE.

V/I PRI ~'T
! is~
nREA YsX
 ~s o~! 3T
T �9
//~x, v3
R"-~UL TS  
F LOT E~ 

i L Ir'i
FAipT
Hn i!G-
I U!" PT

Xs Y',Z

SU'3AE>I'A L !BEACH=",
PE A~'H= s F10 ~ 1!

"- i?F. r OF THF
HE Sit~SERIAL

COhtrLUS~ ON TqAT
THE INqTr. n~Ot? IN D1
3OUNO"<Y POTNTS FOP,

E
7 H=tt it= S"- I
T AND '~I HT

F THE PE St!i TS
~3ULD ~c Rr SPT

J".. ~7=' TH LcF
Pp SET ~

INSPECT
POI

TJ 1. J
-Ci I
1

Ph 3

~E0

C - L
~ .- ': . ' t ' I ' ' ! f

IP  !c
Fi OTS
IP=  I
IF  IP
CnLL
WRIT
FO P,'A n

1l 10+ 1
CALL

L

jt kN
Tg <-'
f  !UAL
TH=
T hJ > 1�
J1=1l.
J?=>  
xr  
IF  Ti

CHAN ic Il BEACH AREA OVFP. S'!r!E TIhiE
THE >BS ERV D ChA N.-. F IN PEACH VOl UHE OVER
f3 1!

Z1 s Z2 st" t~!
F .1

TN THE SURFA~=
PIC ".qANG If
2s 71 s LTtls "'AX!
2i ZJ s LT'1!
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TV=TRA ISP'PT C J- ~FIrgEN> ~~=, Tgi I,ATFP POTTQhlI =SF DI KELT RAASPOR i r QEF!I Ir-N T
~i> 2q ST AR= A ~ 0 ~ I. T.pq

A=0 ~ ~
rn-0
yQ- 0 ~
iN= ! ~ "i
".-=- 9 ~ 8
GA '1.1A
ALVH~
S= .u
P PI%
Pk
P2=- ~
P~ I=

OW=
DS=

TV= S
T=K'.!«

G1
3
=.2
1

i'

=0 ~ 3~
2
3 "3 /   2 ~ ~ A L P I" A «3 f.' !

75+ST % T   9. r 1-, +1. /
5-SQPT  3./ii. +1. /

� ~ /  P"  !'1+2. !"  P1
1,02
2 ~ ~~
I "5 ~ PT«'-I PI..:i 3".>T
i AHhIA Ge'IhIA~ D«PHQ
F y IN TH: C0023IN!I T
EGATTVip THE~', THF
�g1! hty P, PSI~ TV~ T
T �X p "N=", F7. '-/I~X
«T=«g Fs e '«!

D!
Q!
-P2! « Pi-1. ! ! +2. /     ~. "P-E.! «3. ! !

 G!/
W/  P

SY
IG hI

  1 c ~ ". ~ «G A hi hI ' ~ «  < ~ / 2 ~ ! !
I «PSI ~ A «A L ~HA «5 ~ «  RHC S-P{3'A ! !
STEh', S7h ~LTSHi~g THF DF>TH rk~f!IEhlT !S
OF TV AN3 T IS R.ivERSEn

f ~" NOT= ' I
N

WRITE
1 FO FtlA

2//2X,
p T!Jf'.

P=~ q +7 ~ ~//2X q«+SI=«q F7 ~ +//2X > @TV= ~ Fiu ~ 3

'!REAKE
RATFS ~

SPEC IF I
W ITH Pi.
Oif IS

CONTIN

ED
SPECT

UQ! IS

 90! p Y3 90!
gf1Y3   "0! p

7
f

! a giia
S:T PrtI
C~EST

�! =
ING

S J 3 >0 lt T I N c. A 0 j!J S T   N!
AD J'JST ERVES THF'=c P'I. '.3SES'

�! IT U~ JATS THE Ih!CIDENT IAVP Cl ItlATE ~
�! AS THE SHQPELIh'E EVOLVES IT A D JL'STS THF INP JT

ANGL~ S AV!J t'=. CQM>!JTES T4F LONG '>OR= TRANSPORT
  3! A hliT T Ph M5 PO~ FI~Ui= IS CAL"!!LATED FOP, PPE-

5'TRETCHEi 3F SHOR- LI Nr ~ THIS rl !AS SIGNIFICAhl,=
TO A DETii 7'0I 0A TIDN OF HHE THER 1 HE S EDItIENT ~L
CON=IN=C! T3 hIGRE DR LESS CLOS=!I CELLS if  IS A
STREA il I IT:RRU! TED ONLY OCC ASIONALLY ~

DIhIENSION f HI 9i.! e OVFT �5!
CQ l!.'IOhI DEL  9a ! y BET h   >." > y THE TA  90!
CQlilQN X Ol 90! q 41  90! e X2f 90! q X3   9"! Y"  9"! Y1 9u! < Y 7CDHhI.",ht i!YO  90! OX~0  9C! f!Y1 93!,f!.'�  AO!,'.l>2 ~ !,DX2 ~0!

'D<3 90!
COH «I~/nLQC/~ ~  - I., 90 !
C 0 I"iH 0 N /9 l K / A ~   ~ G y -'! C !
C J hli'I 0 N/31 0" 0/ I I
C0'1'IGN/3L0C2/I IhIIT p' iH1 pLIh12
C0 "I;".0 N/3LQr.,3/CVI.T1 p ".,If T~
C 0 '-1 iA 0 N / 0 L 9 C fi / V 0 p V f 9 0 !

i3h'NI" ]LE<-/~0 ""--"'
CG " H 0 N / ! L 0 " 1 0 / G A ~". 9 A
CQ."1.10 hI/ 3L OC 11 /C G FF f=
i 'I '! H G Ni / 3 L K 2 / P 9 I 0 ~ 9   9 ! !
CQ'lhIQN/'3L K3/ "J 30 ' ",   ~ C!
C04'f" hI/BLK~/L   1. ! s H�'! !

1!
0'! J=i p LT'"1
C 3   J ! = "l 9   I I J ' / > A h! hl fI
PR I   J! = VRT1" A'P II e J!

!'A i!.E TH= FOLL C! WI~'f G A SSUFIP~ I0NS:
03 G! =DR�!
03 LT"! =08 LT41!
PHI   0 ! =PHI �! -   PHI   ! -PI< I�! !
PHI   L IM! =Pd I  LIht" I - F9 I  Lf i" 2! -PqT f I >h'1!

h 'T=; IF TH -.s�> 'Uh'Qh- > CQhI TTTAV ~ <=i'= C=O., WE WOUi 7
f -II Lf'<! =>Ii-..:f.~~<SPCMJIt;", TO TH~ Ir<rIO-"NT WA'f=
P  Ri rlli3I ULAP TQ TH! bt QRt LINE.

I >- ji!r N
c 'I i '- Y T 4 A iii c; f' j
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FFF I
I"4 1
AliG=

J=i ~

1 Il =~4
T4t!U

L AJ
$40$~
GFTtc

4FIcY C4CS. N F ACTICNAL,,O=FFIC
I N L 3 "." L 3= ' C4 OOI. NTA~TIr! N INrO
~i E ~ L'= L 0'u J i 1i 2! SE T IT:-DUAL

SO~'r I
?ANS<~ TrS
iV L ICAL
LIMIT

CO

CH
0rl 5
I= J-
P'ri I  

~A,i=
AN~
MAY
N'-:�<

TO

qh,r A&3
Ctu 4 iu

3 c AK:R

r =ll T
li

0 1 ~

i t.  
'1 J

'I l
TT =S
i ~ p

+C CL;
T T rl N ~
'!l L> ~

C.
.'IS TA 3

F I=

I r. « iii w

r

3ciA '! !
I,J J'.I S TM- i~IT
EL I'I.- xMI

~j t- r,u c,'q Tw
THIS CASr.

RMA LL ". OR 0

c~  
JM

>A
ILT
L~

Tg-
uV-.

CMA

rO

I  I!
r AiJ

I F
R rI
TO

II' g

Vc TH" ~REi  E7
~I TS SIIAF 0 t l <T

A>PL I CA T TdN
T IS 3rTT- P Tn

'"IT THr AD JUSTM

ANiL
Z.!hT A
F TH

~EGO
tiNT P

I'iUS T
L i.UM/ATIJR
S FO~MUL l
Mt'U T":
P 0: 'c'3U -..E~ 4 h

A,n,T,T.ANn V A

G! 1 J=irLI
I= J-1
V T! =Tij  CA
C I! =- T~J  I!
SET ",Mi EQU
DO 4 J=iyLI
I= J-1
CH I   I! =Jc A

I"14~0! I I! !" �./2 ~ ! STN � ~ PMI r! !
f't444

'L TC 'PESEfl V LUc Or 3 T'-.
v

1
T  I! +�  J! -0   J-1! !

~ 0iif E T   T !

I!
9

SUQROUTIiil I "II TL  'ly Il'in!
� +lf
r

r

TNT TL IS 4 S- LF" E< P t'- NA TORY SU:ROU TINr T! DT GcNi RATES AL L NEC ESS ' RYST ' RT IN'.. Vl' LU='S Fl ~ T4c Ct OROINATr Se  Y y"! @OF THE BEAC4 POINT> FO~ USE
IN THc FINT T=-DIF=FR ~%CEO EQUATIOi'JS ~ TI.E I' = H !D IS DESORIBEO If' T4E

;!, xX 5  9C! g YY1 9i! g YY2  9t.!, YY3 
e TRFr4   -'3!
.X2 99! ~!i3  u! >"  9"! y Yi 90! qV2
0 Y'   ! I! ! I 0 X 1   9 I'! p iJ Y   9 0 ! y DX2   8 9 !

Xi 9.!, x<2 9
3 ri ! g 3 E? A   "". ". !
C 9h,'� ~"!
9 u! p 0 X '   9 f.' ! ~

9 ti. !

 9"! v Y3  9'!
yDY8 93!g

! LT.'I2

OF ITc PAT IOiuS ALLOHED

2/ LI MIr t I
Tv Ur

i+I 4 X ~ >' J M N I I M

y E C q ! ~ li p . V . p N'I

S
-~ !ESS
X1 y Yi ~ DX1 yDY iyN!

-UcSc
-~UcSS
x2 y Y 2, DX2 p Y? g NI

-~UFSc
JcSS

X~, Y=,SX;,r v -,u!

Q! rn riAA ! "i T~

L T! AN
ON AN I,uT

P~INT
Vr! ~ I=1g 19
ONE T   r! ='! ~
L1=L   I!
M1=il   T!
DO ~
ONET   I! =QNE
CO >! T I ~IU
RRI>F   ~,8! L
CONT INII
FORIIA T  nX ~ I
FONNA T �H
gr TiJPN
END

S InN X
N EL 

X
N DY, 
ti !
N/3LO:".
"I/ !LOC
IS T4c
2'7
S VH='
wT-D 0
~ C~~

IS AN
IMhTE
= ~ 3
Dr~I/ 
T=ip lil
= V'!  I!
=XJ T!
nrRIV  
I=~ gN
=Yi T!
=Xi I T!
CciI /  
I=ig N
=Y2 T!
=X2 T!
tlcvr V I
tl
Ir=~ i. 1

DI I"i= N
CO'I," J
CO'.4i'IC

92fig v 9
CU;1MC
CO"! i'IC
TMA<
VMAX=

I
".E tlEP.
EPS=1
SU=SS
COOL< J
CUESTA
CALL
DO 7
Y1 T!
X1   I!
CA LL
nO
Y~ I!
XP  I!
CALL
PO
YS i!
X~   I!
I,ALL
IT.' q=
ITE<=
IF   r T

M  I! I � P> rSF,i T Tdc LE- T AI'll! "Ii ~ kT ~OUhfrIA,Y POTNT
RVA L = 3> '~H TCH HE WISH TO CuMPU T A N=T TRANSPORT RATE ~

op 1'RYE I. y 1= .< y F~ ~ 1!
"C=FT ~3I~'T' t5X ~ «IRISH' POINT' ! cXy «NET >AT="!

L.". BASEST .~r. M I TTF 0 DIFF F~ENuE EETAErN n00 OT Ni TE IfALU=SV' Su~ .='SS III c I T'c<4 TIONS I:ONVcP 'ENCE Co'IT'ECTION! .
AC~ IT>A ~ Y ~IIIM==.i. US. 3 TO YI. LD INITIAL aUE SSES FOP. rHE

I''lLUES.
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9.' 9X" {
aPy< {

!i{I!+~
VC { I!+-
.+DXO<I
~ CYu< I

4 {
{ ~ %{

  a
{ 1

~  
~ �

I!+19 ~Dvl Ti-5,+O!Z<
! +19m uvl{I!-5o«DY2<

~ "t'Xi< I!+qy2  I ! !
~ +r Y 1  I! +DV2 { I! !
! +9 ~ «DX1{ I! +9 ~ +PX2 I!
! +9.~3Y1 Ti+9.+OY2 I!

I!+9X3{I! i
Ii+gv3 r! !

+3. «DX 3{ I! !
+3 +Dy 3 T! !

A>S {XXl  I! -Xl
TO
A ".S {XX2   I! -X2
TO 13
AiS <XX3 f Ii -X3

GO TO 13

12 = I+1jF  I ~ EQ. LII IT! GO 'TO 1-'
r.{! TP. 9
CALL 9ERIV Xiy YiyOXlq~vlqN!
{.'~i L DERIV < XZy V 2gQXZ,DY g N!
C 4 L L D E R I 11   Xa q Y 3 y 3 X 3 q 0 Y ~ g ".! !
GO TO
TND=1
J'J TO 17
INO=0
FORMAT�H p8 ~XgF10 ~ ! !
P TU~N
SNO

2" 0
17

SUBROUTINE DERIV X f DX DY LIM!

OERIV COHPUT S TH= INCPEMENTAL CHANGES' DY AND DX,IN THE  YX!COORDINATES IVEN B=ACV SEGMENT ANGLE.S THE DISTANCE BETWE'EN AD JACE'NT
BEACH POINTS OEL/2 ~ } p THE BREAKER DEPTH  AND THE TRANSPORT RATIOS ~
DIMENSION OX 90! y9Y  9t! ! pX 90! g Y 90!
DI HEN SION F AC YO P   90!
�OHHON XO  90! s Xi  9"-! X2  90! e X3 90! Y"  90! Yi 90! o Y2  90'! s Y3 90!"OHMON 9YO   90 ! OXO  90! 5Y1 90! DXi  90! OY2  9 ! OX2  30 ! 9 Y3  90!

CDX3 90!
"OMMON DE!  90! BETA 90! THETA 90!-
COHMO N/BLOC1/PI
COMMON/3L0 ~ 2/ LI >IT y LI I 1 y L IM2
COMMON/dLOC5/90 yQ 90!
COMMON/3LOC~/IVg DT
COMMON/3LK3/OBO ~ D1 � 0!
COMMON/3LK{ /KOUNTp III ' NOC�0!
DO 1 I=le LIH1
THETA  I! =ATAN2  X  I+1! - X  I! ! Y  I+i! - Y !! !
THETA �! =THETA �! -  THETA�! -THETA  1! !
THETA  LIM! =THETA LIS1! -  THETA LI%2! - THETA LIH1! !
DO 2 I=ip LI "I
BETA   I! =  THETA   I! ~ THET A  I-1! ! /2 ~
IF WE ARE AT THE STAPT OF THE PROGRAM{KOUNT=i! DR THE WAVE DATA
S=T IS CHANGING W= =h'TFR SUB'ROUTINE AD JUST 'TO RECOH~UT E 'TRANSPOl? T
FIGURES ~
IF  KOUNT ~ EQ ~ 1 ~ OR ~ III ~ EQ ~ NDC   I I! l CALL TRANSPT  Li+!
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r>

/

O

10

j 1

XX1
P >',2
XX
YVl
vv 2
YY3
DO
Xi  
Vl <
X~ 
YZ 
X3  
YY 

IF {
NQ
IF 

l~ 

~=1!N
{ I! =Xi { I!
 Zi =XP< ~!
< I! =/3{ I!
 I! =Yi{I>
<1! =YZ<T}
 Ii =v3< I!

~ � 1

I! =X] <I! +rJ>/2
I! =Y"  I! DDT/?
ii =<J I! +Qf/
I! = Y'i  I! DDT/=.
I! =X! < I! +3T/b
I! = YJ �! ~9~/8

 I> ! ~ i eEPS e Ai.D ~ A BS  VV1 {I! -V1 I! ! ~ LE ~ EPS! GO TO

 I! ! ~ LE.EPS ~ AND ~ ABS vv2 { I! -V2 i! ! ~ L" ~ FPS! ~O TO 11
{I ! ! ~ LE ~ E ~ ~ ANOoABS< Vv 3 I! Y .  I! ! ~ L ~ E S! GO TO 12
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xK=Y   K!
X K! =X {K! + {x  K-1!-X K! ! ' A�! -Y <3 ! / Y  
Y'<=Y   K!
Y K! =A�!
Ki ='<- 1
AecA~=0.
V~ La =-0 ~

f
l'RE" 3=ARE 3+ ~"   Y  It i! -"  I! ! " y  I+1! +X  
VOL.".= Jr3L5+.".« Y {I+1! -"  I! ! '  X  I+1! tX   !
! r ~3 =yg
Y�!=YK
DQ T=i 2c
IF� I+if, >T ~ Y�! ! ~0 TO 8
CONTYNU-
K= It'

vE qj g  Kl IS {3E F INF P '3 Y LI NEAR I NTEPPO
DEFINED. THc OLD VALJE5 ARE STORE
cK =.t   K!
i: K! = 3  K! t  ~ K-1! -3 K! !  Y�! -4  K! ! /  A  
~'<=4   K!
A K! = Y �!
Ki=K-1
A>=AS=0.
VOL~c= 0.
DO 9 I=i 2K1
AR A~ =ARcAS+ ~ 5+  A  I+1! -4  I! ! «� I+1! +~  
VOL5= JQL5+. ~+  A  I+1! -5   I! !" �  ~+1! +9  I!
2 K! =9K
A K! =AK

K-1! - Y  K! !

,3!
! " '.3 8   I !

r«s.g «
f

Lr, TION.b NcH 4 K! IS AL",0

K-1! -A K! !

~!!
! «D'3   I!

Ir  Y { LI4! ~ GT. 4  N! ! >0 Y{' 11
t 0 12 I=1 2-
IF  A  N-I! ~ LTe Y LIN! ! GO TO 13
r ONTT NU=
K=N- I

NEW 9 K! IS DEFI'N D ~ Y LIN= 'R INTE>PO
flc FINED ~ THE OLO V% L J ES 4RE STOPEO ~
cK=D  K!
3   K! = i  K! +   9   K+1! -3   K! ! "   Y   LI H! -4   K! ! /  
AK=A  K!
A K! = Y  LI~!
A>cA '. =0
VOL6= 0 ~
D3 14 I=Kg N 1
AREAR'=AREA +.=  A I+1! -A I! ! « " I+1! +"  
VOLn= VOLb+. -   A   I+1! -.o r I! ! «�  I+1! +i { i!
'9  K! =9K
A{ K! � AK
DO 1 =" I=1 2i
IF Y  LIR-I! ~ LT ~ A  N! 3 GO ~O 16
CONT INU:-
K= LI Ã-I

12
3

r«««« La TION ~ A NE'W 4  K! IS ALSO

A  Kt 1! -A K! !

I! !
~ "D3 I!

A hcl! X {K} $S 0 FIN=D ~Y LINEAP. jNTEi POLATION ~ A NEW Y  K! IS AL'SO
DEFINED ~ IR .1l D J>LUcS ARE STOPcD ~
XK«X  K!
X  K! = X  K! t-  X  K+1! -X  tr! ! « '  N! -Y  K! ! /   Y  K+1! -Y  K! !
YK=Y   K!

f lf «+ «

A  N!
0.

I=K! L~~li
= A Rc a ' + ~ -" «{ Y   I t 1 ! - Y   I ! ! "   X { I t 1! t. y   I ! !
VOI 6+ ~ ~ {Y T+1! -Y I!!    I+1! +X T! ! ' !d I!
xK
YK

! j l,r.
VOL%=
D3 17
l'? =At
4 D LD-
X K> =
YrKr=

J'3L = V
A2-"-P' l 1
OL - J {'L1

'JUH ~ J~'PUT Tt': 4 f'= -" L  !:IFA! h9+ VGLUr cTRI{'  QIFJ! CiAMGE5 ~

{ 0 "tPUTE Y'tE CONTR I3U TI ON DU= TO THE cX. ENSI{3ii CF THE LNr!~GIN TS   PI HT! ~
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I 'L=
�! ~ "o
�! ~ G
�! eL
�! ~ L
�! ~ G
�! ~ G
�! ~ L
<1! ~ L

Al PI
",'3 SS
Ai =w
AZ=<

if=3
F.2=3

Hlr
D ~ A
't ~
3 ~ t'
l'. A

n
n o
nt ~
rt. s:

n

L
!.Y

T T ~ v
F ~ Y
T ~ g
T. X
T ~ X
E.x

~ ii ~in»

'c
�t! ~
  iN ! ~
 N! ~
 h;! e

 
  gl!
 't! ~

n L In ozA:1LES kttnLt 8 DF <TN. 1/5
=. Nn P'!T i4l >  'F 2 ST PQ N L'Ih.iES .

/LT 1!
 LTR!
 LI1!
 LI1!
 t T'l!
  L Ii'!
  L I'I!
 L Itl!

L
1 i.j -'
GT, Y
L '= ~ Y

GT. Y
~T et 
L

~ v
GT. X

I
il! eAV
 '! eAV
  1! ~ I"I
<1! .AV
� ! et'u
�! . AV
�! ~ i'4
�! eAV

r1- 0-. FI'4 IT Io'!5 c'< nTt- 4 AND nIF v 6 o -h'n nhl w>Icv. coi<3 I NAT joN
OC Tax 5HJV= I  'a T,A«ST' TEI'.c~l!S IS TRUc.

ff IAA<. NII:9I klkv=!nL'-"A:~ILL'5<2.'<8 :: vf<$f-vhI.'4P2
RETURN
END

SUooOUTINc RESET  X ~ Y ~ L, J!
r
 «y«

  r

r C
r

RE~ET Rc-ARRANGES THE oE!iCH POiNTS FOR AtVY SECTION OF THc SHORELrNE
'!P ALONG THE NTIP.= SHAR LIN~ SU 9 THAT ! HE SPACIhl 9F'T WEEN A'! JAC NT
rQIhlTS IS ilA 0= hlOP= OP L SS cQUAL ANDS AT TH" SAME TIHc y OI>TORT ION
OF THE ac4i H SHAPE IS �INI~T ZEO ~

L IS TH; FA? RI",HT FIXED POINT A ~ G.r ~ T ~
J IS TH= FA R LEFT t=T. XE> POINT A ~ 0 ~ I ~ T ~
OINcNSION X  9u! I   9".'! ~ DELx Y  90!
CO'.183 N OEL  90! y ~E' 4  9" ! y TH= TA  9 0!
ICOUNT IS 4 ".OUNTR FOR THE iNUi 8E>. '!F TTh' S THE FOLLOWING PROCEDLlRE
IS ITc>ATE D.
I". PU hlT ='!
NJh'TT IS NUi13=7 0= oE<h'IT!ED ITE<ATTONS.
hUi1IT =5
Ji= J+1
Li =L- 1
LZ=L- Z
THE PEA H c J 1E "tT 44."LFS «4D THE DIST4hl:.:E. 3cTt4FiN SJC. ESSIVE

I ~ .l TSTSCGHPUTF3 ~
1 0 t 1 I=JpLf

T9 T0 T! =ATAhlZ X T+e!-X T! q Y I+1!-Y r!!
1 O=LXY  I! =Srt~T    X  T+1! -"  I! ! "2+ <   I+1! -   I! ! 2!
UTE 4 h" FAu '! I~STANCE BETWEEN i -4CH Prt TNTS.

  «+«

l <1P

IF   4F ~ A lD ~ ~~!
IF �2. 4ub. o 2!
IF �4» ln e ~~!
IF �4. AND ~ o !
IF   At, ~ Aiun e 31!
IF   4<- ~ 4 "ln ~ 31!
IF  AZ ~ AND ~ 3 !
TF   AZ ~ <ND ~ Bd!
IF   41 ~ Aun e '3' !
IF  Af.'4'un.'ot,!
IF �3. 'tiNO ~ 92!
IF�3.ANOe 02!
IF �1 ANO ~ oi!
IF   4 1 . AiuD. 3 1!
IF   i 3 e AIVO e 3!
IF �3, AtVU. 33!
TF   4~ e ~hln e 3Z!
IF   44 ~ ANO ~ 32!
IF �2 e 4ND ~ -'z!
TF   4Z. AND ~ ~'+!
IF   43 ~ 4'lOe R1!
iF �3. ANO. P,i!
IF   4 1 e ANO ~ a3!
IF   41 ~ ANO ~ 3!
IF   41 e AN"le oZ!
IF�1 e ANO.32!
IF�3eANO ~ P4!
IF�3 ' AND.34}
IF A+ ~ ANne83!
IF   4< ~ Aiu0 ~ B3!

0 IFA ='l
D IF:I ='J
nrfg-
OIFV=-
DTF!=4
rtIFJ=J
n IF%=»
DIFJ=J
0 IFA =4
DIFV=V
0 IF»=4
OIF V=V
DIF4c4
D IFv=v
DIF ! =-'.
DIF I =1/
DIFA
DIF'J =V
DIF i=1
O IF:I = V
D IF 4 =4
DIF J=J
DIFF=4
Di.FV=V
DIF4 =4
DIFV= J
OIF 4=4
OIFV=V
OTF" c4
 tIF V=V

 'L

V:tL
-TR
OL-
iTR
OL+
+T<
 'L +
-TR
CL-
+> ~
CL+

OL-
2 ~

 'L-
+2 ~
CL+
42 ~
OL+

 '.L-

OL-
%ZAN
 tLt.

7
CL-

Aoi-roApZ
I JL3- J OL4
'-' P 1+ T R.". P 2
'IOL3+ V OL+
AP1 TRAP2
JOL3- V OL4.
'pl+rRt" PZ
JCL '+ I OL4
«AREA~-TR4 R 1- TRA P2
2e « IOl 5-'J34 3-'IOL '

~o=»3+TRA "1+TR-" RZ
2 ~ «VOL5+VDL 3» VOL'-

AQEAie T<4P 1 >TRAPZ
? ~ "VOL6- VOL 3+VOL-''
«Ag= 4» +T R4 R 1- TR'~ P 2
Ze "VOL5+V !L3-VOL-

t!to=4~-TRAP1-TRAR2
? e " VOL 6- VO L 3- VOL ~

++TQA > 1+ TP PZ
2 ~ ~ VOL o1.V3L 3+VOL4

Aq- 4+12 ~ «AREA3 rkAP 1+ToAPZ
2 ~ " V OL 6+ Z e ~ VO L <- V 0 L 3+ VOL 4

AR:4e 2 ~ +ARcA~+TReiP1 TPAPZ
2 ~ «VOL&-Ze VOL5+VOL3-VOI 4
«Ax.- 43-2 ~ ~AR~Ae+rRAP1+TRAP2
2 ~ ~ JOL5 Z e'VOL&+V iL3+VOL<



IN T
E. Mi0
T 'Ji~ T
LN col s
POINT

P,I BED
TW js
S LEF
IS 3

TriE
Phi

px a««

 

   .
o3

HF 92f

! ! «!? I!  HETl  I! !
! ! «" 0 5  THETA   I! !

!! "SI30

. 1
2 ij

22

!H =C.'K

5 J'1= 0 ~
Dd 2 I=J!L1
S U l!= S U !1 t 'l = L x Y   I !
0-' LMEW=S!J "I  Li- Jy1!
T= J
EX=!.UTE T1F PPOCF"3U!f AS D=S"
TRANSLATION '!~ TI-' 3r Ar H FOTH
S,L'OV ; TH  Bc.' 'H S: '1EN~ ~ O iT
IT AND THE. i J Tr!~ 3N ITS L~FT
>c TW~='N TiI < <5 ~ POS I~ IOiV HAND
ANil liOV.- T4 IS S=COh!3 nO INT AL
IF  DFLilcw l LxY  ! ! 1C s PO'D:
X Iii! =< I+1!+ CF NEr -i EL Y I
'r   I+1 ! ='r   3+1! s   DFL NE W-!.' EL X'r   I
GO TO 21
!   >1! =X I+1!+ L!E' N=l: r! LXY T
 $ I+ ! ! =V] j+ $$+ fljli N= 4-r!FL>f r f
I= I+1
TF   T.:-Q. L1! 0 TO 22
GO TO Z3
1 C l' J N T = I C OU l'! T < 1
IF   IC i!UNT ~ hl= ~ NU!"TT !  -O TO 11
TO Si. E IF T4- D1~TAV  ~- TW "E

kRil c &s25!  U=LXY I! pI= JqL1!E.'! V54 ~

FORMAT  ZX . �X r 13 ~ ? ! !
P= T! IP N
ci! D

TEXT FOR
TH- FINEST POINT

T L THE DI STki! ~ <Jc TWcF.N
wi OEF T hlE T 1= S =Gr<FA T

I "<EDIATEL'r T J ITS r I rs T
S:!>Me NT ~ ~ ~: TC ~

N TH=TA I+1! !
Sr Tr!~ Tf  I+1! !
+ Y  I+2! -V  I+1! ! 2!

iV AO J ACE is T POINTS IS A~P ROXIHA+=LV

SUBROU TIN:- R= SULTS   K g Y y ZZp Z1 s LT8y HAX!
r

C" RESULTS PRI'NTS OUT SOME OF THE H3RE IMPORTANT NUMBERS r-ENERATED
BY SHORLTN ~
DIMENSION Z1 90! sZ2 99! yX 90! g Y�0!
"Ot'MON DEL i0! s BETA 9D! g THETA  9'0!
CP1MgN XD 90! sX1 90!,X2 90! sX3 99! Yn 90! Yi 90! Y2  90! ~ Y3 90
COMMON OVD  99!, DXD �C!, OY1�0!,OX1 9r! f, DY2 9b!, DX2�3!,DY'3 �0!,

WDX3 90!
COMMON/3L<1/XX ~0! y Vv 90!
COMMO N/BLOC 2/ LIMIT s LI < 1 y LIH 2
COMHO N/BLOC5/ QO y Q  90 !
CO'.IMON/dl OC>/IV DT
COHHON/3LK2/PHI5g iHT �0!
TIME=IV»OT
DAYS= TIME/Zr .
YEAR'S=DAYS/355 '
PRINT ipIVp DT> TIN= s3AYSs YEARS1 FOPHAT �X» 10 ~ TIRE STEPS I V! =»gI4 5!r «TIME INCREMENT  r!T! =» F4 ~ 1

E1X»HRS ~ » <X, ELA S=D f THE IVXOfl =» F19 ~ 1 1X»HRS ~ = F8 1 1X
>»DAYS=»q FS ~ 2~ 1 X >»Y E4 P~»!

PRINT 2
2 FORi'IAT  //5xs «POINT»y 13Xs»X  TIME=0!»s 10Xs»Y TTME=D!»s 10Xs»X  TIFF=

'CIVXD>!»s19Xy«Y TllE=IVXDT! s s5X»X  PRESFhlT!» 5X ~ »Y PRESENT!»/17Xs
»MET ERS» 13Xs «M TERS«s 1~Xs «HETkRS«s18Xs«METEPS» s15Xs "METE'RS«s

'410 X, » METERS»!
IF  MAX ~ GT ~ L I<! K-1Ai 
IF   MA X. l E. L IM! K=2 I <
DO 4 I =1 K
WRITE � $! IsX T! > Y I! s 22 I! sZ1 I! s XX l!, YY I!

3 FORMA T �X 19 I3 3X 3  7 X F1~0 ~ 2! 16X Fi" ~ 2 SX F1C ~ 2 5X F10' ~ 2!
P'R INT
FORMAT  //ZX»POINT»1101»BEACH ANGLE 10Xp»WA VE ANGLE» 10X»BEACH

%POINT S":1 ARATION» >Xs ~TRANSPORTS»/17X> «D GREES»>1<Xs «$EGR ES»s 13X
»MET ERS» 22X»".U31 i METERS/9 R»!

 ONVE PT FROM 4D I4 NS 'r 0 DEGREES ~
OO a i=i, LrMI T
J= I-1
PHI J! =CVRTZ«PWI J!

8 THETA J! =CVRT2" TH=TA J!
00 5 I =f.p L I HIT
J= I-1

e WRITE �,7! J,T!ET4  J!,PHI J!,DEL J!,Q J!

fIINf+Rj FRf$ ! C'PES RACK T'7 RADT A NS ~
J= I-1
PHI  J! =OVi T is PH I  J!

10 THETA  J! =CVPT1«TH=T4  J!~ FOPMA T �H,? x, I:~r X, F10, 2,9X, F19. 2,13X, F10. 2, 25X, F10. 2!
CALL c PRO ~   Xp "s Zk! Z1! LI Ms '!AX!
R<Ti! F'h!
! hiD
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SU "n.0UTlilE -'R"; ! i;   <, ~ ! 72 Z1 LI"" 'l4 ' !

.Pan%; <N 3E 1" r i. H3FF V S" T Il
U UT". TH C Ii -,,OR 0. TH

C 4»'' ~S AS C qo ~ P T7 "Fi ! O~S~
F =nI" ~=0 SH4 -'L~ i= DusIT Ot-

OI !» t'.SION Z'   ~u! ~  ~'!

EP
,i, I OY4  .!, I!X" T-i !,~I"..  9 ! J~f 9If d 9t; OR f "Y

Cuil'l ii'l/3l K1/Ax   ~" !, Y Y ~ 9 ' !
COHH" l,/!Lur ~/OIFA, CIr s nIFA I., nTFV1
4 SHn REL Iv E:. ti e='; n. 1 ~" RE" a I T< TScLF - T Vi RIUUS sT G S IF

vONSTIT JT= T .e SHOREl INE IS
3Y 4 SU= PQU TINE I'PICH P

VU "3 < '3F PUINTS HH NG THc = A CH S HA P

1F � I M VE "Ai ! C ' T'1

E

 '0 1 I=1, LIil
UELTAX  I! =.?? I! -!rX   I!

1 '.!E L T A Y i I ! = I 1   I ! - " Y   I !
HRITE   >~p 2!

2 FQRi"AT �H "Ot=LTA<  ~! w ~DOLT

L FOR~A T !X
'5 PCT1= A3S   OIFA-r.'IF- "1! /" !IF-' 106 ~ !

PCT2= A3S     OIFV" CIF V1! /i! IFV 100 ~ !
WRIT~ �>o! PCT1 q F'.. T2
FO>HA T iH z+~ER C=.N~ =R~OR IN AREAL

PEP CE IT c 'ROR IV 40Lli'1E~R C
F~TUON
FNn

~ !

ra a

r

f

SUBROUTINE PLOTTE .  < ~ Y e Z2 ~11>
Pl OTTER CAN HAKi- QS BEANY,EPARATE PLOTS AS OESIREO OiV A SINGLE'
FRA1"- ~

 + %+4

r IT ITLEzLA9U ALA'PV AW= HnLl FKITh LA'3El S ~
OIMENSION ITITLE�!, LAaU�! > LABV�!
OIHENSTON Z1 9 0! Z2  9'1! p X 90! Y 90!

r4 +san
O~A".E LOCATIONS FOi? ALL THE H 'RIZ'.!NT AL AND
FS,PROSPECTIVELY ~ TO 3E US=0 IN A SIVGL F>A<E.
� 20!
n an!,THETA 90!1  9 ! >XZ   9i3 ! >X3   90! i Y:  90! ~ Y1 90! ~ Y 2  9u! y Y 3  90! 9 ! z OY'  93! y BX1  90! g ~'V2  90! z OX2 9' ! p!3Y3  90! ~

U At!".. H ARE THE ST
VERTICAL COOROINAT
OI tiENS TON U �20!CO"i10N OEL  90!, =ET
CO'1i'lON X".  i0! y4
COHHON OY0  90 ! g OV!

>OX~  90!COM>ON/BLK1/XX ~ ii ~ Y Y  i '3!'Q~ IS 1 LESS +HAV Tl-:E NUiiPER OF PLOTS ON A SINGLE FPAt1E,.IUi3S   I! SP<" IFIES ~<~ Pr!INTS IN THE A RA>S U ANO 8 AT HHICH THEON  OING PLOT IS T= .1I~'ATEO ANO A NFW PLOT IS BEGUM
� a%4

A SA't'PL= FOLL 0<S ~
CO.I�UN/IU S/IUBS�
TJ3~ �! =5
TU=-~   2! =1>
In~=2
ITrTL E�! =v~1~ ST ~

FOR THE SAKE Of C3N~L~T=N SS liIE TNCLUOE' TH" OTHER SUBROUTINESTHA CO!PLFH-VT P~ OT ~:Rt NAt1' LY EASY' SCAL ING DIGRAPH QNO ROROFR ~THESE. SUBROUTINES' IN URN INT~kFACF 4iIT l ROUTINES  E ~ G ~ PLOTS SYt BOLg
N!tilBEP y - TC ~ ! =ROt1 TH= ?LOT I~ ANQ GOUl 0 LI3r<A RIES ~



I
TI~L~  9! =AH,=PDf:-
T I Ti H3! =~ <ISL' t'~

ITYTLE «! =i I 18":3p
ITTTLE �! =~@1970
l A~U�! =: HY "00~>
L4~U �! ='. H  "!
LA&V   1! -"~HX COORL'
'L A -" j   2 ! = u ri   K !
t'0 1 ~=i p 1<
I'  I! = X  I!
U T! =Y I!
DO 2 ~=ig 1»
e  It «! =XX  Ti
U I+1»! = YY  I!
CALL >OTATE W!UgZB!
CALL EASY  U W 28 ITI TLE LA>U LA 3V 0!
CALL PLOY�y6. 999!
IQR
IU'FS   3! =19
OO 3 T-lt 1»
W I! =ZZ I!
U I! =Z1 I!
DO I=iq14
W It1 i =X I!
U  It 14! =Y { I!

2

gn0

C4LL POTATO � vU 2!!
CALL EASY OydyZ~y . TI~LF~LA3UyLARVy 0!
CALL PLO>�y0g 999!
PETURN
END

SUPRA UTI~NE, ROTA TE{ X p Y ~ >~!
C
 ~+~R'3TATE RE-EVALUhKES THF B=ACH POINT COOROIt" ATES IN A SYSTEM THAT

IS ROTATED THROUGH AN AN;LE AN; WITH WFSV CT TO THE OLD OXES
0 PE HOTIVATION FOR THI. OPERATION TS ITO HAKE CLEAREP. THE UIRECTION
AND !MAGNITUDE OF SHDR=L I",'=. CHANGE I ~ E ~ E NH ANCE VISUALLY THYMUS CHANGE

'C
DIMENSION X  N! p Y  V!
COiRHO N/3LOC 3/ C V RTi y V P T 2

ANG TS THE POTATION AVGLF IN RADIANS - POSITIVE COUNTERCLOCKWISE
ANG=Zu ~ ~CV~T1
COSA=COB  ANG!
SINA= SIN ANG!
00 1 I=i
YRAVF =Y .$!
Y I! = Y I! «COSA+ X I!+CHINA

1 X I! =-YSAVE"SINA+X T! ~" OSA
FE TU~N
END
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A JY  ui V !N~ i 'iTLc!LABU ~ ABV!IDASH!
E PLOTS A SIN' LE GRAPI" CN A cACKG�
I ~ ihc. HQVIZONl AL iI <P AY Y Tl;t. Vt',RT

FiLQi I ELi, I l 1TLE A rIQLL'=%I h TITLE
N'3 LA BY A HCLLE RL i H wABFL FO~ Y ~ N
I, rt FC;<MAT

CHECK QN C!ILL FORVHQLLcRITH VA
~J IN! y V  li qii I ILE�! qLARIJ�! vLABV�!

UNC THAT IS
ICAL ARRAY g N TH":

L AEX A HCLLERITH
AME IS A FILE-

RI ABLE

. UMAX! uMAK=u I!

. U;1IN! UMIN=IJ I I!
~ ".MAX! VMAK=Vl I!
~ V IIN! VMIN=Vi I!

- IJM IN
- VHIN
u ~ 0 3»OIFFX
0. 0 3»0IFFX
0 ~ 0 3«OIFFY
u ~ 0 3»OIFFY
u ~
Ox! +1 '0 ~

0 ««KX!

~ 4! PX=2 ~ u
~ 3! PX =5
~ i! P K=10 ~ 0
/: X

~ 3 ~ ANO. Rx. I E ~ 7 ~ 1! LA BEL=4

OY! +10i! ~

0»»KY!

SUBROUTINE SCALNG UHINy UMAXy VMINy VMiAX!
CUihMQN/SCALE! A /AC Qg Y Tg Y B XPp XLC i ~ I. SUBRQUTIN. SEfS Ul I HE SCELIN~G BEl SEEN  Up V! ANO  X p Y!

C  u, V! A~K.  ABSCISSA~OauINATE! ANO  x~ Y! ARE IN INCHES ON CRT ~
C Trodi R. LA i IQNS ARE X=A»U+6 Y=C»V+0
C: QUAL SCALE FAC ORS  A ANO  '! ARE USEO IF THE RAPH IS NEARLY SQUARE ~

A =o ~ 5/   UMAX-UMIN!
C =4 ~ 75/   v! M AX-VHIN!
R=4/C
IF  R ~ GT ~ 1 ~ 5 ~ OR ~ R ~ LT ~ u ~ 7! UO TO 10
~ =AMIN1 A p C!
C=A

10 CQNTINUt.
B=4 ~ 0-u o5» A"   UMAX+UMIril!
0=2 ~ 9-C»3 ~ 5 «  Vl",AK+V MItl!
Y i =C»VMAX+0
Y: =C» VM IN+ '1
xL=A«UMIN+ a
X Rc A»UMAX+ 8
KETur,N
ENO

.- u J:i Qu I N":
C i HI a ~'Jr ROUTIN

ulR TE5 IvN ~
C CF I QINiS TQ 0

LA g=L F !k X i A
C rl,".PIE IN iiOi LEr<
C ''isY IJJ'ouiirc

u IH= NSIIJN
u M AX-"U I 1!
UMzN=U I 1!
v.4AK =V   1!
v i.l If< = V < 1!
OQ lu I=21
l&  U i! .G i
1F  u  I! .L l
IF   V   I! .G 1
IF  a I I! .Lf

1u CCNl ~Nut.
0 IFF X=UMAK
01FF Y=VMAX
U MAX =UMAX+
U MIN =UMiN-
V MAX =Vl'I AX+
V H IN = V MIN-
GX=OIFF K/2
XA=ALOG10  
KX=KX
K X=K X-1u0
RX =OX/  1J ~
Px=l e 0
IF  RX ~ GT ~ 1
IF RX ~ GT ~ 3
IF RX ~ GT.7
OEiU =PX»OX
LABEL=5
IF <X.GT ~ 3
0 Y ='3 IFFY/2
Y Y = A i OLi 1 i!  
KY=YY
K Y =K Y-1ui!
R Y=QY/  10 ~
PY=1 ~ 0
IF  RY. GT.1
IF  RY.I T.3
IF  RY ~ GT ~ 7
OE.LV=PY»OY
CALI
C ALL BQROE
CALL GRAP1
F.ETul N
ENO

~ 4! PY =2 ~ s
~ 3! P Y=5 ~ 0
. ' ! PY=10.u
/ -.Y

SCAL NG   UMIN y Uil AX y V I IN y VMA X!
R IUMIN p UMAX p VHIN y VHA X yOi=Lu yDELVy ITITLE yLABUyLABVwl ABEL!

IU e V y Nq IOAbw!



SUBROUTINE GRAPH LUtViN t IOAStl!
COi1NON/IU BS/ U 3  it!! e .LC,B

C0HICON/SCALE/'Ay 0 y C 7 Dy 0 < p > d yXRy XL
RIM-NSION UiN! y V  N! yi�! yH�!
X=A~U�!+8
Y =C~V �!+0
CALL PLOTLXyYy3!
J J 0:a=I A3S   IDASt',!
1F   JDASH ~ L: ~ 9! bO < 0 20 ~

C COUNT NUNBE< OF  !.GIT~ N IDASh
NiIGIT =6
1F   JDA' h,L:.99999! NDIGIT=5
1F i JUAShiL= ~ 9999! N: I~Ii=4
IF  JDA~a ~ ' - ~ 999! NDIGi T=3
IF   J JASHe LE ~ 99! NLIGIT=2

C DECOHPOSE INTO FOUR INTEGERS
N J~N=is F00 3
NU' = JD AaH
DO 99 K=ig 6
I  K! =NUN/NDEN
NUtP=NUH-I{ K! ~NDEN

99 Cd< INUc
NO !=NOLAN/10

C MINIMUM SPACING IS 1/128 INCH
DO 100 K=1 y6
IF  I  K! GT ~ 7! I  K! =7

10 0 CONTINUE
N F IRS T"-7-N D IGI T
DO iui NI=NFIRST ~6
H  Ni! =1 ~ 0/   2 ~ 0+~1  NI! !

101 CONTINUE
C INI T I ALI ZE

L EVEL=NFIRST
E X CE SS=o   NF IRST !
UO 103 K=2y N

C DRAH DASHED LINE TO NEXT POINT
XOL<!=A+U  K-1! +B
Y OLD =C+ V K-1! +D
XNEA=A~U K! +5
YNEw=C+ V K! +D
X CIFF=x NEH-XOLD
Y DI F F =Y NEW - YOLD
TOTAL=SQRT  XOIFF+XDIFF+YDI
XCOS=XD OFF/TOTAL
Y SIN= YD lFF /TOT A L
T CGO= TOTAL
X=XOLD
Y=YOLD

C NcXT iECTION OF LINE
102 CONTINUE

I TEST. LEVEL+NDIGIT
IPEN=Z
IF      ITEST/2! "2! ~ EQ.ITEST!
P =Ar x N1  EX CESS> TOGO!
X=X+P~XCUS
Y=Y+P+YSIN
CALL Pi OT  X > Y qIP=N!

IN A PRAYS ~

FF~! DIFF+0. 0000001!

IPE N =3

C OTHc
1'3

C SOLI
2u0

1U

TOGO=TOGO-P
ExC=SS=EXCESS-P

F   = XCt. SS ~ LT ~ 0 ~ 0 J 5!, LE V EL= LE VE L+1
F  LEVcL ~ G T ~ 6! LEVEL=NF F,ST

IF  EXCEEDS,L T-0. 005! ExCESS=H LEVEL!
IF  TOGO ~ GT ~ 0 ~ OC 5!   0 TO 102
RHISE GO TO NEX T POINT IN ARRAY ANJ CON INUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
0 LINE GRAPH ><HEN IDA~H HAS ONL Y ONE QIl IT ~
CON! INUE

IQ2=1
UO 10 K=2! N
X=A" U K!+ j
Y=C~ V K!+0
iF   K o EQ ~ IU8~   IQP! ! 1 ! Gi. p 1001
C Ac' f'u GT   X > Y e 3!

IQ3=IQ~+1
< 0 TO ~J

CONT INU
 ALi PLCT X.Y 2!
CON < Ii<L'
k=iUPN
E ivy
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UORQ=R  UIPIV
I: I iL".

E / A, f., C, 'J, 't
OPA.~ j

i4: !o~CIS~A,
i "N ALON

M" i- ii?~ i F
~CALNG  UilIN

C
C

,t,MAX >VM
rfu�! >LA
i pYBehR~
C A>IGJLw

0% JINAT
TOP~ L

Q'u ~ A";.G J
! UMAXy Vil

XPp Y1! TO  XL, YT! TO  XL, YB! TO  XRp Y'3! XRpY -'! fQ  
wi? q YB«3>
XR> YT p2!
XLyYTpZ!
XL«YBy 2!
ARy YBt2!
R'c> TC v I HT
QG10  UL4b!
OG1 0   Vi AB!

OF i'ECI M AL P C INT

4 ! I E 'J = 2- i~I R J
4! I c V =2-NRV
4! NRU=Z
4i NR V=2
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VII. Apalacnicola Bay

1. Nature o f Inputs

St. George Island is part of a barrier island chain in

the Apalachicola Bay region of northwest Florida  see Figure 5! .

Because of its location it is subject on the average to low-

to-moderate wave energy levels. Waves propagating f rom deep

water toward the island pass over a broad, shallow continental

shelf region and experience bottom friction damping, the degree

of which depends directly on the wave height and period

 equivalently, wavelength! i.e., the higher, longer waves are

attenuated more rapidly. The net energy loss can be substantial

when integrated over the total travel time from intermediate

depth water to the point of incipient breaking. Other means by

which energy can be subtracted from a wave train are the pre-

sence of adverse winds and shear currents, and non-linear wave-

wave interactions  including dissipation due to capillary waves!.

In shallow water the wave energy density increases, competing

effectively against bottom friction to enhance the wave height

and induce breaking. An exception may occur on very mild slopes

where bottom damping is sufficient to extinguish the wave.

Depending upon the bathymetry, refraction and diffraction can

augment or reduce the local wave height.

Walton �973! in a study on the distribution of littoral

drift along the entire Florida shoreline considered deep-water

wave data as his source of wave information and incorporated in



/
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his model the influences of bottom friction, shoaling and

refraction. We have chosen to utilize Walton's model on wave

modification in shallow water as the means by which we generate

the breaker data essential to our model, !b  y! and H  y!, the

br aker angle and height as functions of longshore position.

We will not detail Walton's work, since he has provided a

thorough explanation of his methodology, but rather outline his

general approach and the changes we introduce.

The wave data source is the U.S. Naval Weather Service

from the '..4OAA Environmental Data Service, National Climatic

Center, Asheville, N.C. These are shipboard observations of

meterological and sea conditions made by ships in passage. The

drawbacks inherent in such data are many  we shall not enumerate!

but they represent the best general compilation of marine data

at present. The record extends through the years 1865-1971 with

eighty percent of the observations occurring during the period

1954-1971. The pertinent annually averaged tables are Table 18,

which gives the percent frequency of wind direction versus sea

heights, and Table 19, which gives the percent frequency of wave

height versus wave period. Using these tables several bits of

information are computed. The frequency of occurrence of a wave

of a given height, period and direction of propagation is de-

termined and expressed as a fraction of the total time of record

and is subsequently adjusted according to the following formula:

the geographical oceanic region which is assumed to contribute
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d / ~, I Z I <; l �2!

where 4. = 28', 8', -17', -36', -51', -58', -64', i = 1,7

so that d = 0.417. The individual weighting factors,

i ~, i / i ~, i
are then applied to each wave type in the respective squares to

ascertain the contribution from each square to the mean frequency

 the fraction of time over which a specific wave endures!. At

this point a set of deep-water input data has been established.

The next step is to track each wave component into shore

monitoring its change in direction due to refraction and its

change in amplitude due to shoaling, refraction, bottom friction

and percolation through the sand grains. Walton's numerical

model to accomplish this has the following structure:

waves to a specific coastal area is divided into "data squares";

this necessitates that data from adjacent squares be weighted.

Walton used 2'-4' data squares as shown in Figure 6 to blanket

the Florida coastline and linearly interpolated the wave climate

between adjacent squares. We chose a set of finer resolution 1'

squares in the Gulf of Nexico  Figure 7! because of the high

density of data in each square and the coverage of the Florida

Panhandle. Our method of weighting, somewhat different from

Walton's, is illustrated in Figure 8. A reference line is drawn

due south of St. George Island. Additional lines are drawn to

the center of each 1' square and tne angle, 6, between these lines

and the reference line is measured. A weighting term, d, with

respect to 42, is determined from the formula
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Figure 7. Data square" used in present. tudor.



Figure 8. Geometric weighting of annually-averaged data from

each square.
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1. The orientation of the wave fronts as they approach
shore is computed using Snell's law of refraction for a bottom

topography composed of straight and parallel bottom contours.

The refraction and shoaling coefficients are calculated con-
comitantly.

2. The computation of the coefficients of bottom friction

and percolation follows the work of Bretschneider and Reid �954!.
Required inputs are the lengths and slopes of a series of bottom

sections comprising a bottom profile normal to the stretch of

shoreline being considered  rather than the true profile over

which the waves pass!. In our model we consider seven profiles
coincident with the seven lines in Figure 8 and weight the

results in the same manner as before.

The product of these calculations is the breaker height,

the breaker angle and the fractional duration of each deep-water

wave type for a segment of beach. Repeating this process for

each beach segment of interest we obtain a longshore distribu-

tion of breaker heights and angles, each of these quantities

contributing independently to the magnitude of the longshore

current, e.g., a decreasing angle of incidence longshore could

be offset by an increasing wave height and vice-versa. The

reader is referred to Walton �973! for a more complete discus-

sion of the assumptions, approximations and limitations under-

lying the above data reduction and analyses.

The application of our numerical model requires that we

discretize the strandline in a coordinate system established
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with reference to some semi-permanent landmark. A feature which

is present on all the bathymetric sheets of the U.S. Hrdrographic

Office that we have used  which provide us with a progressive

history of the St. George shoreline! is the St. George light-

house on Cape St. George  see Figure 5!. Stapor �971! has

indicated that the lighthouse, constructed in 1847, has a margin

of error associated with its position on the charts which falls

witnin accepted map standards. The lighthouse is the origin of

our coordinate system which, for convenience, has its ordinate

running due north and its abscissa due east. The shoreline of

1873 as depicted on smootn sheet No. 1184 is divided into 57

segments; the northwest tip of the island is beach point 1, the

northeast tip beach point 58. The points are irregularly

spaced, being packed more closely where the beach exhibits

large horizontal curvature; the maximum spatial increment is

840 m  in the mildly concave middle section!, the minimum about

320 m  in the area of Cape St. George!. Resolving each beach

point into vertical  x! and horizontal  y! coordinates, the

separation between points and the angular orientation of each

segment is straightforward to calculate. This information, when

fed into t.'ze wave modification program previously discussed,

ultimately determines the longshore variation of breaker height

and angle. Supplementary information on the Apalachicola Bay

region is provided by smooth sneets H1265 �974!, H5794-5 �935!,

H5819 �935!, 2265 �896!, 6788 �943!. The 1873 strandline
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serves as the baseline for the predictive model. If the

present  circa 1970! strandline can be generated, even

qualitatively, then the model could be used, albeit cautiously,
for future projections.

2. Long-time Integration of Predictive Equations

The integration of �3a,b!, as they apply to St. George
Island, cannot be accomplished blindly. One must be aware of
any special features that contribute to the dynamic balance of
the island.

St. George Island in 1873 was composed of three parts
separated by two hurricane-cut inlets  the bay side of the island
is marked by hurricamwashover deposits!. In Figure 9 is a
schematic diagram identifying the major sections and the inlets.
The stability of tidal inlets is a complex problem which we do
not treat here  see O' Brien and Dean, 1972; Dean and Walton, 1975!.
The littoral drift past an inlet can be interrupted and sand
deposited, leading to closure of the inlet. The question of
closure rests on knowledge of the inlet cross-sectional area,
the tidal velocities, the wave climate, the magnitude of bottom
and side friction and the level of littoral drift. We assume

that the rate of sediment transport across the inlet is reduced

relative to its upstream value by some fraction. Since Sand Island

Pass and New Inlet Pass both eventually close, an estimate of the

volume of material contained in these inlets, the period over which

closure progresses  assumed to be unidirectional! and an average
upstream littoral drift rate can yield a value for this fraction.

An alternative method for determining the rate at which the longshore
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Figure 9. The south''cst portion o. St. George island, 1873.
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drift is trapped in the vicinity of an inlet is to obtain an inde-

pendent measure of the growth rate of the shoals insideanD outside

the channel. In the absence of such information we simply assume

that the transport rate across the mouth of the inlets is the

average of the upstream and downstream values. This is an unwar-

ranted assumption if the inlet does not bypass a substantial por-

tion of the longshore sediment load for, then, the downstream

shore is likely to be cut back due to sand deprivation.

Due south of Cape St. George is an extensive series of

shoals projecting some 8 kilometers into the Gulf of Mexico. These

shoals are focus areas for incoming wave energy and, consequently,

the breaker energy expended on the shore to move sediment is re-

duced. This submarine relief will attenuate, re-direct, or even

block waves propagating toward the Cape. We expect that the level

of wave activity in the vicinity of the Cape, as computed previously,

will tend to be an overestimate, at least, in relation to the energy

levels at contiguous portions of the beach. We, therefore, reduce

the energy input to this region, due to waves from the south and

southwest, by about 25%; this figure is arrived at by considering

the degree of wave damping over this special bottom relief and the

percentage of waves that are likely to break far from shore.

Off the northwest tip of Sand Island is a rather permanent

shallow, submarine feature, the East Bank. The tidal ebb flow

through West Pass has transported local material seaward and the

wave levels have been too low to reverse this trend and confine

the sediment to the littoral zone. This shoal, which sweeps to

the south and west, almost attaches itself to the shoreline. With

the Cape St. George Shoals intercepting waves from the southeast
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and the East Bank doing the same for waves from the southwest,

is anticipated that the levels and periods of wave activity in the

area of Sand Island will be diminished compared to those values

computed in disregard of these prominent shoals. As before, we

reduce the transport figures, accordingly. In addition, much of

the longshore drift toward West Pass is likely to be diverted to

the East Bank by tidal currents in the presence of low incident

wave levels, i.e., only small quantities of sand will be deposited

at the tip of Sand Island. This situation will prescribe the boun-

dary condition at the northwest end of St. George Island in our

model.

It should be noted that there is an overall bias toward

low wave energy in this study. Since ships tend to avoid bad

weather our deep-water wave observations are on the low side.

Also, major storms, such as hurricanes, can cause rapid and marked

fluctuations in a beach system. We are presuming that over a long

period  e.g., greater than 50 years! there is a "smoothing" effect

that works to reverse sudden and violent changes, i.e., a shore-

line responds to long-term forcings  e.g., hurricane breaches in

a barrier island on a tidal sea are usually repaired on a relatively

short time scale!.

To be specific, the integration of the governing equations

for St. George Island over the period 1873-1970 was carried

out according to the following procedure:

1. The wave characteristics at tne breaker line  height,

angle, fraction of a year over which a particular wave acts!, as

generated by Walton's program, serve as input to our model. A
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cumulative frequency of occurrence of all waves yields the time,
expressed as a fraction of a year, during which onshore waves
are expected, e.g., for St. George Island it was found that
on-shore  breaking! waves are present about half the time, the
exact n~ being 0.51. Thus over a 98 year interval relatively
calm periods prevailed for approximately 48 years. The sets
of breaker data are inserted in random order into the model to
compute the forcing function for the longshore motions. Equations
�3a,b! are integrated for a number of time steps equivalent to
1 year. This process is repeated for as many years as desired,
i.e., one year does not differ from any other year inasmuch as
the deep-water wave climate remains unchanged  although the
breaker angles do change in response to the evolving beach
shape!.

2. In �4a,b! it is found by trial that choosing a
step size of ht = 50 hours and applying the corrector twice is
the most efficient compromise, i.e., the truncation error is
kept small and the integration proceeds fairly rapidly.

3. As mentioned in section V special care must be taken
at endpoints. Ne see in Figure 4 that for point j, Q. 1 B.

3-1'

and h. must be defined differently than the same quantities as3

they apply to the interior points. By "endpoints" we mean those
points at the extremities at or near which the longshore trans-
port approaches zero  i.e., Q = 0!. This definition is offered

in lieu of more detailed information about the tidal, wave, and
current dynamics in these areas. A more formal consideration
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Q f the sediment f lux at the tips o f S t . George Is 1 and would

entail finer wave refraction and diffraction computations, a

knowledge of the magnitude of the tidal streams and of the

leakage of sand from th island to offshore shoals. By refer-

ring to the boat sheets and noting where the shoreline begins

to curve inward away from the predominant wave direction we

choose the endpoint positions and measure manually the effective

beach angles, 8, at these points. These angles are important

in that they determine the direction in which the ends pro-

grade or recede; tney are adjusted as the integration proceeds.

The initial S at the northeast tip of tne island is 2m/3  radians!,

at the northwest tip it is 3>/2. The endpoint L is twice the

distance between the endpoint and its neighboring point.

4. Other parameters in the model assume the following

values:

K = 0.4
0

N = 0.05

It was found that the magnitude of the sand transport was not

particularly sensitive to variations in N.

Results are displayed in Figures 10-15. St. George

Island is viewed in 3 sections: 1! the Cape St. George region,

2! the long, arc-like middle section, and 3! the elongating

northeast tz.p. supporting evidence is provided by Stapor �971!

who determined the areas of erosion and accretion for shorelines

in the Apalachicola Bay region. He considered the redistribution

of the bathymetric contours to be indicative of the direction and
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Figurc. 14. Nortj>cast St. George Isl;'H ~s recorclcd in 1873 an;l
1970.
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and volume of .sediment transport. By subtracting isobaths as

given on old and new boat sheets and contouring the results

Stapor was able to compute and approximate sand budget for

St. George Island and adjacent areas over a 70-80 year period.

The salient differences between the actual plan profiles

of 1970 and those of 1873  Figures 10,12,14! are:

1. The Cape St. George area undergoes a lateral shift

of its strandline to the north and west, i.e., there is

erosion to the east of the Cape and accretion to the west. The

northwest tip of the island is cut back slightly. Sand Island

Pass is closed. These features are confirmed by Stapor's

computations as seen in Figures 16 and 17, where, in addition,

sand deposition is observed on the East Bank and the Cape St.

George Shoals. Our predictions  Figure ll! show the same trends

as Figure 10 with the exception of the inlet closure  note: since

we have not modelled the inlet dynamics it is not expected that

the mouth of the inlet will enlarge, diminish, or mig ate

appreciably.

2. The long, middle section of the island, over most

of its length, experiences erosion  Figure 12!. Stapor  Figure 18!

indicates a sand transport direction away from the concave

middle: 76 x 10 m /yr to the southwest and 60 x 10 m /yr to3 3 3 3

the northeast. By expanding our concept of 'control volume' to

include ~an length of shoreline we can compute a net volume drift

"'E'� ''*'"'"* ' "'""' '" '2 � ""'"

wave climate. By summing over the difference between successive

transport rates, i.e.,
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,: n I �3!

 see SUBROUTINE ADJUST in computer program!, for our range of

wave parameters, we obtain figures, corresponding to Stapor's,

of 4-25 m /hour  approximately 35 x 10 � 220 x 10 m /year!.3 3 3 3

Figure 13 displays an overall erosive pattern but differs from

Figure 12 in the degree of shoreline retreat and the position

of maximum change.

3. According to Figures 14 and 16 the northeast end of

the island has been growing  a spit-like feature!. Figure 14

indicates that areas adjacent to the expanding tip have advanced

seaward interrupted only by a few smaller pockets of erosion.

Figure 15 predicts a substantial growth at the endpoint although

not the eventual sharp veering to the north  away from the

dominant direction of wave approach! seen in Figure 14. In

addition the prediction shows the shoreline being cut back

along the entire stretch of beach upstream of the endpoint,

i.e., the tip of the island is being fed sand from nearby

beaches as well as from the island's middle section. This con-

trasts .with Figure 14 which shows the middle section to be the

major contributor of sand.

Because the wave data is averaged on an annual basis and

extraordinary wave conditions  e.g., hurricane-produced! are

filtered out it is not expected that future trends will differ

significantly from those occurring in the past. Using the
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observed strandline of 1970 the nearshore wave field is re-computed

and a 20-year projection is made. The results  Figures 19,20,21!

exhibit patterns similar to those computed before, such as the

erosion of the concave middle, which makes it susceptible to

breaching. The exception is the northeast tip of the island

which now turns inward as well as prograding northward, i.e.,

the beach reacts to the incident waves in such a way as to

minimize their erosive effects. In the presence of an ample

sand supply and low wave energy it is unlikely that the end of

the island will curl in appreciably; rather, its excursions in

a westerly direction should be intermittent, being counteracted

by sand deposits sufficient to direct the tip's advance to the

north and east. Figure 21 again points to erosion immediately

upstream of the tip with accretion farther west.

The foregoing predictions in most cases are in reasonable

agreement qualitatively with observed strandline "hanges. For

the results to be more pleasing quantitatively certain improve-

ments are obvious: �! the quality of the wave observations could

be enhanced by in situ recording of swell and local sea  shallow

water wave generation is not accounted for in this study!;

�! rather than considering the depth contours to be straight

and parallel offshore of each beach segment, a formal refraction

analysis using the actual bathymetry should lead to better fore-

casting of nearshore wave conditions; �! an attempt could be

made to model the effects of severe storms  hurricanes!. Strictly

speaking, this falls outside the outline of the present report
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because longshore drift would then only be one of the important

components of motion--the offshore-onshore movement of sediment

associated with high water levels and high waves would be very

significant. The present model could be used to monitor a beach
92

after it has incurred heavy damage to ascertain what contribution

the longshore transport makes to restoration.

In addition, for a coastal region with complex endpoint

boundary conditions  e.g., islands, spits, capes, penisulas! a

packing of the hemh points at the ends is advantageous if it is

accompanied by a finer resolution of the wave field. Since

nearshore wave measurements are usually lacking this would have

to be accamplished by more careful refraction and diffraction

analyses. The diffraction analysis could be based on experi-

mental data or be an approximation to the existing mathematical

theory for ideally shaped barriers. Furthermore, in such regions

where there is sharp curvature of the wavefront the longshore

gradients in the breaker wave amplitude and incident angle may

drive a non-negligible longshore current. Shoreline change is

often manifested most dramatically at endpoints; this dictates

that we treat these boundaries in special ways.

VIII. Jupiter Island

The Jupiter Island phase of this research was undertaken

in cooperation with the Coastal Engineering Laboratory of the

University of Florida. Jupiter Island, about 15 miles north of

Nest Palm Beach, is the site of a recent beach restoration project.
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During its duration wave, wind, and beach profile data were

recorded by a University of Florida contingent. Figure 22 shows

the island bordered on the north by St. Lucie Inlet and on the

south by Jupiter Inlet. The project limits are marked. Figure

23 is a photograph of the construction site and Figure 24 a

diagram of the beach nourishment area showing the location of the

sand fill which is placed on alternate sides of the public beach.

Its movement and redistribution within the project limits is

monitored by beach profiling  a sample is shown in Figure 25!.

The wave height and period are recorded at only one point

along the beach in 20 feet of water. The breaker angle, in the

absence of more than one wave pressure sensor for directional

resolution, is logged visually at approximately the same longshore

site. Shore-normal profiles of the beach are taken before the

placement of the fill, at the time of fill, and from 6 months to

1 year afterward at varying points along the beach.

In this study we have the benefit of in situ wave

observations, albeit at one point, and finer bathymetric data.

In order to generate the necessary longshore breaker data we

employ a refraction program  Dobson, 1967! and, by working out-

ward from the position of the one wave guage, a deep-water wave

climate is established. The details of such an approach are

contained in Mogel, et al. �970!. Suffice it to say, a fan of

wave rays of different periods is tracked seaward from this one

nearshore point across a bathymetry which is represented by a

fine inner grid of depth points and a larger coarse outer grid.

The inner grid width is determined by the longshore distance
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between the transverse beacn profiles as recorded in the field

�00 feet!; these profiles extend to about a 30 foot depth, this

contour marking the outer limit of the inner grid. The outer

grid has a width of 2500 feet. The resulting deep-water wave

field serves, subsequently, as initial data  wave periods and

directions! for a refraction analysis. By packing the wave rays

densely we recover, for each wave type, the longshore distribution

of Hb and $b at longshore intervals of about 400 feet.

The beach points defining the strandline coincide with

the profile locations which number 94, spanning the distance

from the north project limit to the south project limit. A co-

ordinate system is established with its origin slightly north

of the north project limit; the y-axis runs due south, the x-axis

due east. All profile lines are 67.3' south of north. The

lateral shift in the mean still water line as evidenced in the

beach profiles is assumed to be indicative of erosion or

accretion  a note for emphasis: in this report the terms

'erosion' and 'accretion' are synonymous with shoreline retreat

and advance, respectively; a stricter approach would treat the

sediment distribution normal to shore from the berm plateau to

some maximum depth of wave influence, e.g., 30 feet � that is,

local accretion may not necessarily be accompanied by a prograding

sho eline and vice-versa!.

The history of the nourishment project is indicated in

Figure 24. In the summer of 1973 approximately 2.4 million cubic

yards of fill was placed on a 3.3 mile stretch of shoreline;

with the exclusion of the public beach. Profiles were recorded
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G ~ 8 ! ''2 �4!

prior to this fill, at the time of fill and in Nay-June, 1974
just before the second fill of 1 million cubic yards covering
1.67 miles. A subsequent profile was taken in November, 1974.

The fill area extends 5.0 miles along the beach, the study area

6.82 miles.

The period of wave record is marked by abnormally low

wave energy levels. During the winter when storm waves from the

northeast would be expected to enter the study area the maximum

breaking waves rarely exceeded 5 feet in height. The predominant

direction of wave approach was from the northeast and east. The

data is averaged on a weekly basis.

The procedure for using the numerical mode? parallels

that for St. George Island with the following modifications and

comments:

1. The step size, ht, is set equal to 15 hours and the

corrector is applied only once.

2. The endpoints lie a fair distance away from the beach

fill  the region where the most rapid change is anticipated! so

that the transport rate does not fluctuate markedly in magnitude

nor sign within a few grid lengths of the ends. We, therefore
extrapolate the directional tendency of those interior points
immediately adjacent to the ends' in order to derive suitable

boundary conditions  note: there is no requirement that Q = 0 at

the boundaries!. If the left boundary is denoted point 1 then

the 'effective' angle 81 is
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where

�5!

Similarly, for the rignt boundary, denoted point M,

�6!

where

�7!

In the plots displayed tne coordinate axes have been

rotated 20' counterclockwise for clarity-the vertical coordinate

is exaggerated with respect to the horizontal. Figure 26 shows

the beach shape before the first fill and soon thereafter.

Figure 27 shows the first fill profile and the beach shape at

the time of the second fill. Figure 28 shows how the beach

evolved from the time of the first fill to just prior to the

second fill. Figure 29 is a predictive comparison for the case

K = 0.3  Figure 30 is the forecast for K = 0.5!. It predicts
0 0

fairly well the sites where the shoreline recedes and advances

but underestimates the degree of the erosion. The .answer for

this discrepancy, at least partially, lies in the profiles. A

volumetric analysis of tl e profiles  Ceylanli, University of

Florida! points to a balanced sand budget for the beac'i system

within the project limits, i . e ., by considering the sand dis-

tribution to a depth of 20-25 feet it is found that there is

actually a slight net gain to the system; a portion of the
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material lost from the subaerial beach  a decrease in surface

area! is re-deposited in offshore shoals. Our calculation of

the surface area change  see subroutine AREA in the computer

program! is about 30 per cent of the actual change. The

conclusion we draw is that the longshore mode, although

present, is not predominant in this case.

The fate of the second fill is shown in Figure 31. The

seaward protuberance that is the fill is smoothed out. However,

the sand is not re-distributed along the shore to any significant

degree. Th beach face exhibits an overall erosive trend over

most of its length � even the public beach area, which might be

expected to trap some of the longshore drift, is cut back

 accretion occurs only on the southern flank of the public

beach!. The beach ~s stem, though, remains fairly stable. A

volumetric analysis points to a loss of 7 x 10 cubic meters of

sand between June and November, less than 10 per cent of the

volume of the second fill. Furthermore between August, 1973 and

November, 1974 there was actually a small net gain of 4 x 10 cubic4

meters of material to the system as a whole. The prediction

 Figure 32! shows the shoreline to be generally receding but at

a slower rate than that recorded. The public beach is partly

filled in which is contrary to observation. Again, the neglect

of the onshore-offshore mode of motion is proved urtju~+ified.

If, on an annual basis, it can be shown that there exists

an equilibrium in the onshore-offshore direction then an

integration over several years would be instructive. This has

not been demonstrated conclusively for Jupiter Island. Figure 33

is a 5-year prediction beyond the last set of profiles of
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November, 1974. A loss of 5 x 10 square meters of4

berm area is predicted due to longshore drift out of the pro-

ject limits. The loss is greater if the wave energy levels

are increased  the presently recorded levels are anomalously

low!.

Figure 34 is a comparison of the strandline before the

placement of any fill with the most recently recorded strandline

position  November, 1974!. Most of the shoreline undergoes a

seaward advance. To be noted is the resistance of the public

beach region to change. To the area of the berm has been added

about 9 x 10 square meters of sediment.
4

A critical question which arises is whether the sand

stored offshore is available for shoreward transport by natural

agents. The answer lies in the compatibility of the fill material

with local sand type and dynamic conditions. The movement of

the fill is a function of the grain density and diameter  especially

so for the suspended load! and of the wave type. A =inc sand

deposited on the beach may be dispersed offshore and reside there

semi-permanently.
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IX. Comments and Suggestions

l. Our preliminary studies indicate that a reasonable

range for the coefficient, K , is 0.2 < K < 0.6, that the
0 0

uncertainty attached to it is less than an order of magnitude.

2. Our simple-minded approach, correlating differential

sand transport with the lateral movement of a plane-sloping

beach, has its drawbacks. In light of measurements  Goldsmith,

et al., 1972! which demonstrate that migration of the strandline

is not necessarily directly proportional to local sand loss or

gain, as well as our experience in the Jupiter Island project,

an improvement of the present model to include the onshore-

offshore component of sand flow would make it more generally

applicable, especially for short-term predictions.

3. It has been found that there is a critical dependence

on the conditions specified on endpoint boundaries. The sedi-

ment, interior to these points, is redistributed and re-worked

but its passage across the boundaries is what determines the

sand budget of the beach system being examined. The nature of

the boundaries points to how they should be treated. For example

a jetty perpendicular to shore imposes a zero flux condition,

i.e., Q = 0, at least until it is overtopped or bypassed by the

sand flow; an open groin allows a fraction  empirical! of the

sand to pass; some of the sand suppliea tc the tip of an island

can be deposited in the sheltered lee region, in offshore shoals

and/or contribute to a prograding end, a complex partioning of

the available sand; etc. Because information generated on the
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boundaries propagates into the interior careful attention must

be paid to the endpoint conditions unique to a particular beach.
4. The present model is a viable predictor of shoreline

change if the longshore mode of transport is dominant and the near-
shore wave field is adequately resolved.
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